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But New Penn . Vote· Near

Anti-Gay Bill Dies
HARRIS BURG, Pa. - One of the
most virulently anti-gay bills ever
passed by a · legislative body in this
country is now "official ly dead." The
bill, which barred gay people from
being employed as police officers,
corrections officials, mental health
workers, and teachers, had been vetoed
by Governo r Milton Shapp after
passing both houses of the Pennsylvania legislature. Although the state
House of Representatives had voted to
override the Governo r's veto, the
attempt in the Senate to override failed
last week. The DeJllocratic caucus of the
•Senate killed the attempt to override
· the veto before it got to the floor.
However, even as the latest bill
failed to become law, anti-gay partisans in the Pennsylvania Senate prepared another bill, the seventh anti-gay
bill introduc ed this year. This newest
attempt "'~ ~1.iv.ing gay pt:uvic: uut vi'
state employment would specifically
ban homosexuals from being employed
in areas like ct>rrections, probatio n,
mental health,. and in any state
hospitals. The bill, similar to the one
which Governo r Shapp just vetoed,
proposed a $300 fine and 90 days in

prison for any gay people discovered
holding jobs in these fields.
This new and restrictive anti-gay bill
is expected to be voted on favorably in
the Pennsylvania Senate this week.
Action on the bill was delayed because
of the death of wife of the Senate
Majority Leader, Sen. Noland. Noland
has been a prime mover in the anti-gay
legislation.
·
Mark Siegel of the Gay Raiders, a
Pennsylvania lobbying group, told
GCN that he is not "too worried"
about the latest proposed bill. "They
killed the last one in . caucus b~cause
they knew the Senate wouldn't vote to
override the Governo r's veto. And of
course Shapp will veto the next one
too,'' Siegel said. Siegel singled out
Shapp for special praise and indicated
that the entire situation of anti-gay
legislation was an attempt to overturn
::;~•avv ·:, Exc:~uti vc;: Order regarding gay
people. The Executive Order, announced by the Governor last spring,
banned discrimination against gays
employed by the state government. The
legislature, according to Siegel, has
been trying to destroy the effectiveness
of that Order ever since.

Cashman Hopes Dim
By Joe Beckmann

Ninety year old Suffragette Dr. Alice Paul. Dr. Paul first suggested the idea of the
Equal Rights Amendment in 1923. Recently Jean O'Leary of the National Gay
J'ask Force said, "The ERA will pave the way for federal gay rights legislation."
Photo by Betty Lane

Ex-WACs File Suit
BOSTON Two lesbians discharged from the Army at Ft. Devens,
Mass. last Wednesday filed complaints
in the Massachusetts Federal District
· Court. Barbara Randolp h and Debbie
Watson, through their Civil Liberties
Union of Massachusetts attorneys ,
claim the Army deprived them of their
constitut ional rights by discharging
them solely on the basis of their
affectional or sexual preference.
CLUM Executive Director John W.
Roberts stated today: ''Fundam ental
to our constitutional government is the
recognition of a pluralistic society. It is
, time the Army and other social
institutions stop discriminating against
people whose. affectional or sexual
· preference is for persons of the same
gender."
CLUM Attorney Jerry Cohen added

that "The harassme nt of lesbian
women is clearly violative of the rights
of privacy and equal protectio n. We
are committe d to fight against these
oppressive and outrageous violations
of liberty."
Randolp h and Watson, former privates and members of the honor
platoon at Fort Devens Security Agency Training School in Shirley, Massachusetts, made voluntar y statements to
their comman ding officers and Army
Security agents concerning their affectional/ sexual preference. As a result,
the Army Security Agency and the
Ar.my Criminal Investigation Division
conducted intensive questioning and
the Army commenced discharge proceedings. Both women received less
than· honorabl e discharges from the
Army in August, 1975.

BOSTON - The Boston Licensing
Board rejected the applicati on of
Frank Cashman and his associates to
transfer the license of the Back BayFenway bar, Flicks, to their new organization, Viceroy Producti ons, Inc.
In making this decision the Licensing
Board responde d to commun ity pressure and effectively ended Cashman 's
immediate plans to move his activities
from Bay Village to the Kenmore
Square area of Boston. Some appeal is
expected, .but a reversal of the Licensing Board's decision is not considered
probable in the near future.
In describing the decision, Representative Elaine Noble cited the
Board's responsiveness to articulate
commun ity pressure. ''This commun ity does not want to go through the
same battles which the Bay Village
commun ity has had to fight," she
continued, "and we will do everything
possible to stop a license before we
have to fight to enforce it." She explained that the fight against Cashman's m~agem ent of Flicks was not a
matter of "gay or straight bar," but
was a result of "safe and open
managem ent vs. dangerou s exploitation of the gay commun ity." ·
Representative Barney Frank, long a

foe of Cashman 's managem ent of The
Other Side and Jacques in Bay Village,
cited Cashman 's conflicting testimony
about his finances as a reason for the
Board's rejection. ''How can Cashman
have no money when he testifies for
The Other Side and have;$20,000 in
cash for his interest in Flicks?" Since
testimony before the Licensing Board
is not under oath, it is merely the
conflicting statements which impugn
the motives of the proposed management. Because the price for the new
lease was stated to be only $55,000,
there were further doubts raised about
the financing of the new managem ent.
Some community groups speculated
that a sublease to the Vara brothers or
other bar interests IJ1ight be a result of
a license transfer. •
In a related action before the
Licensing Board, the continued hearings on The Other Side and Jacques
have been postpone d twice. Representatives Noble and Frank, as well as
community groups in Back Bay and
Bay Village, are requesting that the
closing hours of those bars be changed,
from 2 a.m. to 11 p.m. or midnight. The management of the bars
argues that such a change would, in
effect; close both of them. The next
hearing date is Monday, Nov. 24, at 10
a.m. in Room 805 City Hall, Bostov.

PRESTON QUITS

news notes
N.Y. LESBIAN CONFERENCE

"Lesbian
SYRACUSE, N.Y. Self-Expression" will be the theme of
the second New York State Lesbian
Conference to be held the weekend of
December 5-7 in Syracuse. Workshops
at the conference will include ''Women
Writers," "Slightly Older Women,"
and "Lesbian Mothers and the Law."
The Conference will also feature lots of
entertainment events.
Interested women should get in.
touch with the Syracuse Universiy
Women's Center, 750 Ostrum Avenue,
Syracuse, New York 13210.

MINNESOTA MUDDLE

Observers in
MINNEAPOLIS this citadel of midwestern liberalism
are attributing the victory of Charles
Stenvig in the mayorality race to his
position on pornographic films and
gays. Stenvig, a former policeman and
"law and order" mayor, upset the
present mayor, Albert Hofstede, by a
close 500 votes.
Stenvig made more campaign noise
about taxes and "law and order" than
he did on the gay issue. But he did
claim that Hofstede had been "soft"
on sexploitation films and gays during
his tenure in office and appealed to
"Christian voters" to bring back
"decency" to the city.
Interestingly enough, the Twin Cities
of Minneapolis and St. Paul have one
of the toughest gay rights ordinances in
the country.

JOIN HANDS
SAN FRANCISCO - Join Hands,
a gay male prisoner support group, is
about to b~gin publication of a gay
prisoners newsletter which will also be
called "Join Hands." The newsletter
will consist primarily of letters, articles, poetry, and stories written by gay
prisoners.
The newsletter will be available free
• to prisoners and will cost $1.00 per
issue on the outside or $4.00 per year.
For information or subscriptions, write
JOIN HANDS, PO Box 42242, San
Francisco, CA 94142.

FOOTBALL WOMAN

Boar Counter-

changed, as a he- ·
·
raldic charge.

BIAS INFO

BOSTON - Anyone who knows of
specific cases of discrimination against
gay people by Massachusetts state
colleges, uniYersities, or community
colleges is urged to provide documentation of such cases to Gay Legislation
'76 as early as possible.
Planners for the 1976 gay legislation
campaign in Massachusetts met last
week, and were advised that Rep.
Richard E. Kendall (D-Falmouth)
would be willing to sponsor such a bill,
but only if there could be enough
evidence to support it. The information may be ,sent to Gay Legislation
'76, clo GCN. ·

ARREST AT JOLAR'S

BOSTON - Police here arrested a
Beverly man last Thursday evening,
November 13, at the Jolar Cinema,
Essex and Washington Streets, downtown Boston, acting on the complaint
of a private citizen.
Lt. Earl Bolt of the
According
Boston Police Department's Informational Services Division, the man was
charged with violation of Chapter 11,
Section 311, a city ordinance prohibiting solicitation and/ or accosting another person with obscene language.
The J olar Cinema has become a
popular male cruising area in recent
months.
The arrest was effected by Det.
Edward Miller, a patrolman assigned
to the Vice Control Unit.

ALBUQUERQUE - Stud~nts at
- the University of New Mexico named a
lesbian feminist as homecoming queen
and found themselves in the thick of
controversy. According to a report in
New Times Magazine, after students
had named the woman, P.M. DuffeyIngrassia as queen, threats of violence
came pouring in. Finally New Mexico's
Governor Jerry Apodaca changed his
plans about crowning her.
Nevertheless, the half-time ceremony
took place anyway at the game without
the Governor on hand. New Times
quoted the new Queen as saying,
"Right now I feel pretty and witty and
gay. I'm not trying to make a mockery
of homecoming. I'd just like to see it
brought up to date.''
The University of New Mexico has
had a chequered history of ruling
monarchs. In 1970, the s_tudents name
a long-haired male as homecoming
queen.

Inside Clinch.

Out.Ide Cllncb.

Xebec.

LESBIAN LA WYERS

S.F. CLOUT
SAN FRANCISCO - San Francisco's Gay Community was able, once
again, to prove it's political power
when San Francisco voters went to the
polls last election day to choose a new
mayor. Although the vo e on the
Mayor's election is difficult to determine, since the newly-elected District
Attorney has questioned the legality of
the election, the city's gay voters once
again re-elected Richard Hongisto as
Sheriff of the Northern California
metropolis (the position is somewhitt
equivalent to Commissioner of Corrections in other cities). Although Hongisto was quoted as saying (in the
Berkeley Barb) that he did not require
gay support to win, it seems that the
gay voters gave him their votes, if
current analysis of the results of votes
cast in the city's Polk Gulch, Castro,
and Folsom areas indicate gay support
city-wide.
Dianne Fienstein, who received
strong gay support did not finish with
enough votes to contest the run-off
between candidates Moscone and Barbageleta, who must go before the
voters once again in a special run-off
election.
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CHICAGO - A national meeting of
Lesbian legal workers, law students,
and lawyers will be held April 9-11,
1976 in Chicago. Application/registration forms can be obtained by sending
a self-addressed envelope to Atty. R.
Hanover, S4 West Randolph Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60601.

LOTMAN'S 'FOLLY'
MUSIC MAKERS

NEW YORK -

"Trans-Lesbianic
Follies'' will have its premiere performance Saturday evening, November
29th, at the Gay Academic Union
Conference at the Columbia University ·
Campus. The play is written and
produced by Loretta Lotman, formerly
Media Director of the National Gay
Task Force.
The play consists of a series of
sketches casting a humorous eye on
various Lesbian and Movement life·styles. Though the group has only one
definite performance set, they plan to
book a run in New York City and
possibly out of town.
For further information, contact
Loretta Lotman at 130 W . 75th St.,
N~w York, N.Y. 10023.

BOSTON - A Gay Musicians Coop
has recently been formed in Boston. At
present, it's composed of 2 vliolins,
cello, keyboard, 2 recorders, flute, and
voices. The Coop is open to both
women and men. The group has been
,playing mostly baroque and renais1sance music but is open . to other
possibilities. Gay composers are also
welcome.
The first meeting featured a potluck
brunch and a read through of "The
Fairy Queen." The next scheduled
brunch/reading session is Sunday,
November 23 from 11:00 to about
3:00. Anyone interested in participating should call John 523-2525 , Darius
at 723--6268, or Duncan at 723-2268.

John
SAN MATEO, Calif. Preston, editor of The Advocate,
mnounced his resignation effective
December 1, 1975. Making the anJouncement, Preston cited it as a
" purely personal decision." He also
;tated that although he will be leaving
his position, he will continue to serve
as a consultant on the Board of
Directors for Liberation Publications,
lnc.
Robert I McQueen has been hired by
1dvocate publisher David Goodstein to
replace Preston, who joined the national gay newspaper when it changed
owners a year ago.

MAI I LI E
By S. W. Henderson
Last
PORTLAND-GORHAM week's announcement that the Gay
People's Alliance's budget had passed
the Appropriations Committee of the
Student Senate of the Univ. of Maine
at Portland-Gorham was a little premature. The group was erroneously
informed of the passage. In fact,
drastic cuts had been made. These were
restored on the floor of the Student
Senate, but only after the Alliance
representatives had undergone two
hours of gruelling questioning, of
which the average level of intelligence
was, ''The swimming club doesn't need
a counselling service, why do these
people want one?" One senator announced that he was starting a group
expressly to fight the Alliance. The
Senate is dotninated by Sigma Nu
fraternity, the local chapter of which is
noted for sexism and homophobia, and
has ducked charges of unfair election
practices. It may be an interesting year
for campus politics. The Gay People's
Alliance is an enthusiastic, energetic'
group and is guaranteed to give any
homophobe a run fothls/her money.
In another victory, the Alliance
obtained office space in the Student
Union of the Portland campus. The
group hopes to have a joint phone line
with the Maine Gay Task Force, so
that incoming calis can be answered at
either office. This should imt,rove
communications among activists in the
Frozen North.

ORONO - The Wilde-Stein Club
reports that their dance, the first since
December 1973, was a resounding
success. About fifty people attended,
of whom at least 15 were Lesbian
feminists. The group is, of course,
much pleased and plans to hold more
dances in the future. This is a welcome
development, since there has been little
Gay organizational activity in northern
-Maine since last spring.
REMINDERS: The next Maine Gay
Task Force meeting is on 7 December
at 193 Middle St., Portland, at 1:00
p.m. The Gay People's Alliance meets
every Thursday night in the Student
Union on the Portland campus at 7:30
p.m. All are welcome. Wilde-Stein
meets in the International Lounge in
the Memorial Union on the U. of
Maine at Orono campus, Fridays at
7:30. Meetings often adjourn to member's homes , so be prompt. A Gay rap
group meets in the MGTF o ffice every
·
Friday at 8:00 p.m.

Quakers Struggle with Gayness
The American
CAMBRIDGE Friends Service Committee, the social
arm of the Society of Friends
(Quakers) and one of the most
dedicated and highly respected peace
and civil · rights organizations, has
begun to struggle with the issue of
gayness. Until recently, the AFSC l
made no mention of gay liberation in
its activist campaigns that have ranged
from anti-draft and anti-Vietnam actions to support for the black and
,.g women's rights movements.
However, things are beginning to
change with the American Friends
Service Committee. First of all, George
Lakey, one of the "stars" of the
Rep. Barney Frank
pacifist movement and author of the
well-known "Strategy for a Living
Revolution," "came out" as a bi-sexual before an audience of 1500 at the
By Ken Withers
Friends General Conference. And two
months ago, eighteen members of the
BOSTON - " - ' 1 is what DemoAFSC staff all over the country,
cratic State Representafa,e Barney
including three people at the· CamFrank would advise possible presidenbridge office, announced that they
tial candidates to say loudly about Gay
were either gay or bi-sexual in an open
rights.
letter to the AFSC community.
Speaking last Monday before the
When Lakey came to Cambridge last
Harvard/Radcliff Gay Student Allimonth as part of his lecture tour, he
ance, he said, '' I hope the presidential
lead a discussion with straight and gay
candidate will be a person, who when
· members of the AFSC staff to "sensiasked, will say, 'yes, I'm for Gay
tize'' them to~gay issues. After Lakey
rights' and then not talk about it
spoke, gay staff people Jan Beck and
much."
Richard Valdez talked with GCN
He justified this by saying he has a
''very low opinion of people in
general," that people will not vote for
a candidate who makes Gay rights an
issue, and it would be better for a
candidate to keep quiet and get elected
rather than "lose gloriously."
NEW YORK - The United States
"Don't assign the role of issue
Supreme Court may soon be ruling on
the legality of laws restricting consendevelopment on the candidate,'' he
sual adult sexual acts now in force in 37
said.
He also applied the same philosophy
states. Two Virginia men, who challenged the constitutionality of that
to the issue of busing and school
desegregation, saying the candidate
state's sodomy laws are now appealing
should mention these things during the
their case to the Supreme Court. Both
campaign - "twice."
the Virginia Civil Liberties Union and
Frank endorsed Morris Udall for the
the National Gay Task Force are
Democratic nomination, but said he
working on this historic appeal.
would work for Fred Harris, Birch
The decision to appeal the Virginia
Bayh, Scoop Jackson, or Sergeant
case comes in the wake of a three judge
Shriver if any of them got the
federal panel's rejection of the suit in a
nomination, and he added that even
2-1 decision on October 24. In a Hubert Humphrey "would be a superb
strongly worded minority opiniorr,
president.''
Judge Robert Mehrige took exception

about their hopes for a major change
. in AFSC policy.
Both Beck and Valdez emphasized
that there are many areas in which the
AFiSC is now active where they are
directly involved with gay people and
issues - gay prisoners and counter-
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Frank Talk

George Lakey, Quaker pacifist leader.

military activities as well as women's
issues involving lesbians. It is vital for
both personnel and other programs to
be "sensitive" to the needs of gay
people in these areas, they . felt. b
addition, "We hope that the AFSC will
be able to make a formal policy
statement," Beck said. "We would like
to get gays added to the Organization's
Positive Action Statement on Third
World People. We'd like to 'monitor'
GAY PEOPLE APPL YING FOR
POS{TIONS HERE. And we'd like t.o
get the Friends Committee on National
Legislation to support the Abzug bill,"
Beck said.
Valdez said that he hoped that there
could be a "reciprocal volunteer
effort" in which gay people could
invqlve themselves in AFSC programs
while benefitting from AFSC legal
advice and ties with the bail fund.
"Gay people must realize that certain
members of the AFSC community are
trying to reach out to them." He put
great stress on the issue of parallel
struggles.
Both Beck and Valdez indicated that
when the Friends do .finally "come
around" on the gay issue, they won't
be paying mere lip-service. "Once the
Friends take a stand, there is a gre~t
depth of committment," they said.
'' Vietnam is a perfect example of
that."

High Court Gets Sodomy Challenge

Bias Charges Hit
New Boston Bar
By Neil Miller
Two present emBOSTON ployees and one former employee have
accused Fifteen Lansdowne Street,
Boston's newest gay discotheque, of
racist and sexist policies. The allegations involved the discotheque's issuance of "privilege cards" for special
events and do not involve accusations
of people being turned away at the
door. The management has denied the
charges.
One present employee of Fifteen
Lansdowne told GCN that he had seen
a large pile of applications for "privilege cards'' that the management had
rejected and was returning to the applicants. He claimed that all the rejected applications, which include photos, were those of women or black
men. As he did not have the opportunity to see the accepted pile of applications, it was possible, he noted, that
some black or women applicants might
have been sent acceptances. However,
he noted that the pile of acceptance
envelopes, which he did see, were all
marked "Mr."
The employees told GCN that in the
first days of the club, waiters were
lined up just before c!osing and urged

to give out cards with the club's hours
(not to be confused with "privilege
cards") to the patrons. One of the
management allegedly told the waiters,
"Hand them out to you know what
kind of people." When some of the
waiters asked him what he meant, he is
claimed to have said, "You know, no
blacks, no women."
On another occasion, one of the employees stated, a manager told him not
to give out publicity cards to any
blacks. When the waiter said, "And
not to any women, too, right?," the
manager was said to have replied,
"Now you get the idea." The employee
also noted that "After he told us that,
we went around giving out cards to
every black and woman in sight.
Everybody knows it's going on," he
said.
One representative of the management of Fifteen Lansdowne indicated
that there was no truth whatsoever to
the allegations. He stated that the
discotheque has no policy of discrimination against anyone and indicated
that, at this point, applications for
"privilege cards" were still being
accepted.

to his fellow judges and wrote, "I can
find no authority for intrusion by the
state into the private dwelling bf a
citizen . . . . The Supreme Court has
made it clear that the fundamental
rights of such an intimate facet as an
individual's life as sex, absent circumstances warranting intrusion by the
state, are to be respected ... the issue
centers not around morality or decency
but the constitutional right of privacy.''
In a plea for money, Dr. Bruce
Voeller of the National Gay Task
Force said that the case "should
become the 'Brown v. Board of

Education' of the gay movement. If
the high court strikes down the
Virginia law, the laws of the other 36
states still having restrictive laws will
fall simultaneously .... If gay people
everywhere help raise the needed
money, we should have a landmark
case with even greater application and
effect to most gay people's lives than
the Matlovich case.''
Anyone wishing to contribute to the
fight on the sodomy law should write '·
out a check to the NGTF, 80 Fifth
Avenue, New York 10011, with a letter
earmarking the funds "sodomy · law
challenge.''

Little Support Urged
BOSTON - The Gay Participati011
Committee of the National Student
Coalition Against Racism (NSCAR)
has issued a strong statement urging all
gay people to continue to support
Joanne Little in her court struggles in
North Carolina. According to Ken
Withers of the Committee, ''Joanne is
not yet free. The state is still trying to
railroad her into jail on a breakingand-entering charge.''
Withers stated that "We in the Gay
community have supported Jo a nne
massively in the past, and the battle is
far from won. I urge all to donate to
her campaign for freedom, and more,
join the National Student Coalition
Against Racism's campaign to end the
reign of racism sweeping the country
from the schools to Congress."
Little was recently acquitted by a
jury in North Carolina on charges of
murdering a jailer whom Little claimed
tried to rape her. In a letter made
public by NSCAR, she recently stated,
"Our fight is far from over - both
here in Raleigh and everywhere where
women are oppressed and Black People
face discrimination and racist violence.'' She urged support of NSCAR's
anti-racism campaign.
The Gay Participation Committee
urges gay people to contribute to the
NSCAR-JoAnne Little Fund, by stopping by the NSCAR office at 612 Blue

Hill Avenue in Dorchester or by
sending a check to the above address.
"We are all in this together," emphasized.. Withers, "and by working together, we can win."

Dr. Lear

'Comes Out'
CHICAGO- Dr. Walter Lear, one
of the directors of the North.east
Pennsylvania Department of Health,
"came out" publicly as gay · at the .
convention of the American Public
Health Association last week in Chicago. The Association is the largest
and most influential public health
organization in America. Lear made
his announcement in a speech to the
convention and formed a gay caucus at
the gathering as well. The caucus is the
first in the organization's history.
Dr. Lear, who was a close friend of
the late Dr. Howard Brown, is one of
the · highest public officials in the
country to ever "come out." He had
informed Pennsylvania Governor Milton Shapp of his decision before he
went to Chicago and received the
Governor's "blessing."
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EDITORIAL The difficulty of getting pro-gay
legislation passed · is made clear when
one realizes the ease with which antigay legislation passed in Pennsylvania.
Some states have removed sodomy
laws from their books as part of their.
general revision of their antiquated sex
laws. But, with the exception of California, no state has done this as a
single piece of legislation. Furthermore, not one state has passed
legislation which protects the civil
rights of gays.
An anti-gay bill pr-ohibiting gay people from being employed as teachers,
policemen or prison guards, recently
passed by both houses of the Pennsylvania legislature by a unanimous vote.
The bill further stated that any known
(or admitted) homosexual should be
relieved of their jobs in five specific
areas. The areas include prisons, juvenile law enforcement, the mentally ill
and the mentally retarded. The Pennsylvania legislators evidently still believe the stereotype of gays as child
molesters and predators.
·
Gov. William Shapp properly vetoed
the bill; however, the legislators are
planning on introducing another antigay bill.
In New Hampshire, Gov. Meldrim ,
Thomson has threatened to initiate
anti-gay legislation in response to a .
recent New Hampshire Supreme Court
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Margo's complaint in the Oct. 11 issue that the
NJLC definition of "lesbian" makes "no allowance for bisexuality." Why should it? A lesbian
is a lesbian. There is a perfectly good teon for
bisexual women which distinguishes them both
from lesbians and from heterosexuals. It is:
BISEXUAL!
In Lesbian Identity,
Rosalie Nichols, Editor
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Dear GCN:
I've been meaning to write to tell you that I
enjoy your paper and find it very informative. I
also wanted to thank you for the enthusiastic
review of Lesbian Voices published in GCN.
At the moment, I wish to comment on

Dear Editor,
I visited ' 'The'' gay discotheque on opening
night last night, and ended up going home
thinking that we of the Boston gay community
are again being sapped by an incredibly
insensitive and irresponsible management, the
likes of which have heretofore been limited to the
operators of two Broadway establishments two
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witch hunt
Dear People,
I'd like to let you know that I was in total
sympathy with Jared' s letter a few weeks ago on
your editorial content, policy(?). The grand jury
"witchhunt" is a basic issue and critical to the
movement. We should give utmost support and
respect to those women that have resisted the
state and been placed in jail.
I think that it is essential that we view our
politics critically and GCN could be an
important place for this dialogue to occur instead
of using it to promote bars which are for the
most part, rip-off places that exploit gay culture
..._ and gay people.
Yours in struggle,
Peg Waletzk y

,...I ......................................................,
GCN has created a new divis,.; ion! We are starting our own
distribution company which will
handle Gay Community News, ~
Gay Person's Guide, and other
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publications.
We need a dynamic pers-on
with energy and ideas to spare,
to head this division. Access to a
~ vehicle is a necessity.
~ If you have these qualifications, call Lester at 617-426~ 4469 immediately.
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·City_ _ _ _ _ _ _State_ _ _ _ _ __

NEED OF THE WEEK

Zip
New D

Renewal D

Please send _ _copies of the Gay'8rsons Guide•\
to New England at $2.00 each.
·
Enclose check or money order payable to
"GCN." DO NOT send cash through the mail.
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NEED A FRI END7
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miles away from Lansdowne Street.
Any bar that forces over one hundred firstnight patrons to stand for twenty minutes in a
downpour on a cold night clearly does not
deserve to be patronized. This asinine act on the
part of the management made it seem like we
were begging to get into their bar, when, in fact,
they should have welcomed our business.
The music was so loud you couldn't see, never
mind hear, the people you were with. What
should be a place to socialize with other people
has, under the not-so-good graces of the Fifteen
Lansdowne management, evolved into a brassy,
noisy, uncomfortable, and irritatingly dismal
excuse for a gay bar.
~hen will we wake up and not ~ive our
business to those who make us stand in the rain
pay exor!Jitant prices for items not worth it, and
then insult us once we get inside?
Sincerely,
David P. Brill

notes that the gay community has acknowledged her §
=
as a fine entertainer and as an entertainer hopes that all goes well =
i
i= !
= with their cause.
~

Carolyn Lacombe
Christine Womendez
_Denise

Office Staff

ruling. (The ruling found that the University of New Hampshire had no legal
right to limit the activities of the
campus Gay Students Organization).
Thomson and his ally, Loeb the Homophobe of Manchester Union Leader
fame, have the power to pass such
legislation.
Gays must realize the danger that
much anti-gay legislation may be
passed while bills which would protect
our rights languish in committees
throughout the country.
We must form stronger alliances
with other civil liberties groups, for
there is safety in numbers. We can no
longer afford the luxury of standing
alone and saying their problems are not
our problems. Organizations, such as
NAACP, NOW, ACLU, and The
National Women's Political Cam.us
have received support from gay people
in the past. We believe it is essential
that this support continue and grow .
Now when gays find themselves in the
dangerous position of being "outlawed,'' we call upon these allies to
take action and protest. We are not
asking any of these groups to lose sight
of their own goals, nor are we telling
the gay community to lose sight of
theirs. We are suggesting, however,
that our groups have sufficient commonality to enable us to unite on s<;>me
topics, this being one of them.

···································

Diane Bellavance
Skip Rosenthal
A. Nolder Gay
Steven Blevins
Charles Bonnell
Janet Cooper
"Dalp"
Brian Goodrich

Advertising Reps.

LETTERS

Letters to the Editor should be 200
words or less. All letters submitted for
publication must be signed; names will
be withheld upon request. GCN retains
the right to edit all letters.

All copies sent in sealed, no-peek envelope.

The Gay Men's Center of Boston
needs: couches. chairs, rugs,
desks, file cabinet, book shelves,
lamps, refrigerator, coffee maker, typewriter, plants and what
ever else you would like to see
at your center.
Phone (617) 723-6268

in support of
gays in the
military
Dear all,
Some feelings on the ongoing topic of whether
or not we should support gays in the military:
,Even though i do not believe that peace will ever
· come by building armaments or armies, I must
give my support to gays in the military.
There are many kinds of liberation. You can
liberate your country from foreign rule the way
Viet Nam kicked out the U.S. You can liberate
people from an oppressive economic system such .
as capitalism which pits people against one

another instead of working together. You can
liberate people from roles which prevent
everyone from fulfilling their potentials. And we
must also work on liberating our minds from
impediments such as jealousy, envy, greed.
All of these kinds of liberation are desirable
and ultimately necessary. But we have to start
somewhere. Randolph, Matlovich and others are
rocking the boat. They are pointing out to the
world just how oppressive this system is to gays.
Every time you rock the boat, there is the
potential for you and others to see even further
through the disastrous social systems which
encumber us all .
Also we should remember that subversion
from within a system is very important. Who
knows what else Matlovich and Randolph have
up their sleeves? And finally, any gay person
who stands .up against the enormous taboos in
this society, deserves support.
Sincerely,
satya

ups
and

downs :
Dear GCN,
I was perplexed at reading the heated criticism
you received recently. Though I would agree that
you have your ups aRd downs on incisive news
coverage, I do believe that on the whole the
newspaper has been steadily gr.owing more and
more meaningful and professional. David Brill's
political analyses are fine, even though I rarely
agree with his conclusions. And I'm pleased to
see the regular return of A. Nolder Gay. Also,

the increasing coverage of our minority's minorities is just great.
Although I agree with the loud if lovable Ms.
Loretta Lotman that the two pages on Edward II
were excessive (Letters, GCN, Vol. 3, No. 20), I
take exception with Loretta and continue to find
Skip Rosenthal's features a gas.
Continue the good work.
Yours,
Vincent Hoskinson

forum ·
GAY LIBERATION AND/OR DAVID
By Owen D. Beall
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There seems to be a number of
aspects to David Brudnoy's career,
namely, journalism, film and book
critic for the National Review and
commentator for a Boston television
station, that at one time or another
overlap to produce a new aspect which
has recently become visible. That is, he
appears to have become, in his eyes
and I fear in the eyes of many others,
the father confessor to gay-homosexual
people. And in this capacity he speaks
out, more specifically, in articles and
on television for the cause of gay
rights. I feel, however, that his views
are inimical to the cause of gay rights
and to freedom and dignity in general.
What follows is in part a look at some
of Mr. Brudnoy's activities as a spokesman for gay liberation.
This summer brought Mr. Brudnoy
and his critic's pen to Provincetown,
Massachusetts where he reviewed restaurants and films and contributed articles to the Provincetown Advocate.
One of those articles was a review of
the fabled night life of the town. I
won't bother you with the details of
that article except to relate that he
thought that the straights were an
innocuous bunch who generally went
home early and did straight things
whereas the gays deserved praise for
having the pluck to stay out later but
on the other hand deserved condemnation for talking only to other gay
people and never to straights~
Other of Mr. Brudnoy' s items,
"inter alia," have appeared in the Gay
Community N~ws (Boston) on August
16 and September 27, 197 5 and in the
National Review, July 19, 1974. Now,
in some of these articles one can find
some of his opinions such as, " ... so
long as private activity doesn't involve
forced compliance with someone else's
will, the law shouldn't interfere ... "
and, ''. . . but the vast majority of
these [homosexuals] want equality
under the law for the same reason that
say, blacks demanded it: to insure
constitutionally guaranteed rights."
and, " ... the maltreatment of human
beings in Soviet Russia, as depicted in
The Gulag Archipelago [is the same as]
the maltreatment of homosexuals, including the psychologically debilitating
sense of shame and guilt imposed by
heterosexuals." Mr. Brudnoy has also
attacked staunch conservative opinion.
as opposed to his own "conservativelibertarian,'' which regards the drive
for gay rights as an affront to Western
Civilization, the family and fundamental ethical assumptions, calling
these opinions, in effect, hackneyed.
Now these views, looked at on the
face of it or semantically, appear
enough to win the hearts and minds of
every thinking and good-willed indi-

victual. But in light of an analysis of his
larger assumptions, both these former
opinions and these assumptions appear
as what I really believe they are: selfserving, idle and indicative of a kind of
privilege, at once subtle and powerful,
which goes beyond ordinary conceptions of rigid "class" lines and boundaries not to destroy them but to create
them anew.
_
Mr. Brudnoy also does not like the
"package deal" that "with-it leftie
radicalism" offers as an alternative to
bigotry. The "package deal" includes
" ... socialized medicine," "Affirmative Action" quota programs, forced
busing to achieve dubiously thought
out social results, FCC crackdowns on
allegedly "sexist" TV shows ... " And
to the "package deal" Mr. Brudnoy
opposes -his own view of the issue,
described variously as "classic libertarianism,"
"conservative-libertarianism" or as "the perspective of minimal
government advocates." The "package deal'' is also described by Mr.
Brudnoy as a syndrome whereby '' . . .
virt ually any 'liberation' movement .. .
virtually any 'liberal' bit of wit and
wisdom is accorded some degree of
favorab le response, from tepid to
ecstatic."
Now it is not my desire to voice an
opinion on such things as socialized
medicine, affirmative action programs
or fo rced busing. I am interested in the
topic of gay liberation and the ideas
which Mr. Brudnoy has forwarded in
that connection. Those ideas are in
themselves not very clear but their
. implications are.
Therefore I ask, what does "classic
libertarianism" mean. It means only
one thing. It means that Mr. Brudnoy
thinks that it is a good thing·. That is all
it means, as such. Its invocation is an
excellent example of the kind of fallacy
which the social scientists Stanislav
Andreski and Thomas Szasz have
pointed out. It is an example of the
smuggling in of judgments of value
disguised as judgments of fact. In
other words, Mr. Brudnoy has managed to spend a lot of time and words
defending "classic libertarianism"
without really saying in an adequate
manner what it actually "does."
The second major flaw in Mr. Brudnoy' s thinking is his uncritical lumping
together of homosexuals, blacks and
women in relation to oppression. It is
my contention that the oppression of
homosexuals is different than that of
women and blacks. A homosexual is
oppressed only in so far as he publicly
chooses to associate with activities socalled "gay" or "homosexual" of his
own free will. This is not to deny that
blacks and women have free will but to
say that blacks and women did not
choose the condition, namely skin
color and biological sex, which is

directly responsible for calling out the'
oppression they get. But Mr. Brudnoy
believes that " ... these [homosexuals]
must suffer the torments of the
damned, hating precisely that which ·is
irreversible, precisely that which infuses every aspect of their being ... "
Thirdly, Mr. Brudnoy comes out in
defense of the_ ". . . free market
[which] eventually takes care of irrelevant discrimination, both racially and
in relation to sex and sexual orientation." Now personally I am also for
the free market system but I find I
cannot muster the kind of neat and
naive confidence in it which Mr.
Brudnoy evinces. The time is past
where we can invoke such terms
without explaining what the effects of
the invoation will be. The free market
is fine for those that can operate in it
but I believe it is necessary for Mr.
Brudnoy to add to his conservative
opinions that "libertarian" adjunct
precisely to obscure that fundamental
conflict, that either-or proposition
which is essential to nearly all political
thinking, conservative or liberal. That
either-or boils down here to the simple
fact that either one is in the free market
with the power to play its games or one
is not. Mr. Brudnoy realizes this when
he says that " ... obviously there are
homosexual chauvinists who, like heterosexual chauvinists would (if they
could) force their life style on others."
(emphasis mine) Obviously then , "free
market" can mean two different
things. It can mean that the free
market exists to serve the purpose of
the free market as such or it exists to
clarify meaning in light of an open
pursuit of truth, objectivity and fairness in order that, among other things,
diversity may be enjoyed for its own
sake. I ask you to consider which
meaning Mr. Brudnoy subscribes to.
In all these matters outlined above,
Mr. Brudnoy's bemused complacency
is shocking but hardly surprising for he
presents us a picture of an old, old
story which he would call "new" if he
were not more fond of "libertarian."
He is the perfect example of a man who
will tolerate people so long as it is
provided that those people want to be
like him. I hope it is clear by now that
if one is taken in by the' ostensibly
sympathetic side to Mr. Brudnoy's
persuasions one also comes, almost
unwittingly, to share his other assumptions which I believe I have shown to
be the idle and alarmingly sanguine
opinions of a first class paternalist.
Perhaps it is true that one "package
deal" has wrapped up another.
Where Mr. Brudnoy fails us utterly,
gays or straights, is revealed in his
complete disregard of history. He fails
to understand that oppression is something that literally takes time. For gay
people it means that straight people

organize their lives in such a way that
the things in their lives for which they
evade responsibility are made to appear larger than life in other people.
This way guilt is avoided if one can
persuade oneself ·that somehow someone else is more guilty for those things
for which that one person is primarily
responsible. Because many straight
men see no difference among women
- see them as -objects in other words
- they are relieved if they can imagine
that there is another class of people,
namely women (primarily) and gays
(also) who have sex on their minds
more than they do (if that is possible).
And because communication in a
straight environment involves an excess
of a ritual, cultic "exclusion" and
therefore, for them, a commensurate
amount of ritual, cultic "inclusion,"
straight people are relieved of the
burden of this telling awareness by
imagining that there is another class of
people for whom this same fact is
somehow more true: again surely those
gossipy women and gays, who you will
remember , Mr. Brudnoy has condemned because they always talk to
each other and never to straights. It is
these mechanisms of hate, the question
of how much difficulties · have come
about and time itself, plain killing time
which Mr. Brudnoy would gloss over
with · his patronizing conception of
" rights."
And it is precisely that patronizing,
self-serving and empty philosophy
which "is" classic libertarianism" of
which conservatives are merely the
most notorious examples and towards
which most stupified and lazy-minded
liberals aspire, whether they say so or
not. Privilege then is a way of thinking
which can incorporate "class" lines
but more often than not is capable of
exceeding those lines in ways we take
quite for granted. And just because,
when reading Mr. Brudnoy you have to
take a lot for granted, I find it
necessary to coin a word to keep in
mind when reading his kind of
thinking. "Demagogue" and "mystagogue" have provided my cue so I
enjoin you to try "thinkagogue."

~
Editor's Note: In an attempt to get our
readership more involved with the
paper, GCN is offering this space for

opinions, views or feelings on gay
issues. Articles submitted to us for this
space should be addressed to Forum,
c/ 0 GCN. The articles should be 500
words or less and whenever possible
they should be typewritten and double
spaced. A /though, GCN reserves the
right to edit all copy we will honestly
strive to edit for length not for content.
This is your column, say what you
want!
GCN, November 29 , 1975 • Page 5
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Dear Rita,
As you have said,
''An army oflovers can not fail.''
.

I

Lead on, my beloved.
·. Hap py Birthday. ,

Elaine ,

I1

.

1
2
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NEW YORK-REVELATIONS
By Tony Russo
NEW YORK - With the New York

Various people speaking on the
panels will include: Sidney Abbot, Ti-

Gay Academic Union (GAU) Conference approaching this weekend, it

Grace Atkinson, Stephen Bull, Charlotte Bunch, Janet Cooper, Gene Damon, Martin Doberman, Peter Fisher,
Bertha Harris, Richard Howard, Rudolph "Skip" Keith, Florynce Kennedy, Barbara Love, Leonard Matlovich, Kate Millett, John Money, Jean
O'Leary, Betty Powell, Nathalie Rockhill, Vito Russo, and Ruth Simpson.

seems likely that Columbia University
will be hosting the largest Gay conference ever held. The anticipated attendance goal priginally was 1000. Already,
the GAU Conference Committee expects this goal to be surpassed.
For Columbia University, the event
will be of notable importance. Since
the inception of Gay People at Columbia (GPC) in 1966 (formally the Student Homophile League), Columbia
University has refused to host Gayrelated events with a few exceptions
finally made in 1975. If Gay events
were-held, GPC was always forced to
turn to the religious center and not to
the student activities center. Thus,
GPC achieved the reputation of outcast among student groups. For GPC
this conference will help prove otherwise.
This year's conference will last three
days, covering over 50 panels and
workshops with over 180 speakers.
Some of the panels scheduled are:

Those scheduled to speak at the
opening session will be Dolores. Klaich
and myself. During the Saturday general session _J ohn Money and Kate
Millet will speak. At the closing sessiori
M. Louise Crawford, Jim Levin,
David Goodenough and Kate Salin will

give the final remarks.
There will be a wide variety of
entertainment for the conference.
Events planned are plays, concerts and
dances on both Friday and Saturday
evenings. Those included in the program will be Jade and Sarsaparilla,

Grasso, Salmon Queried

Governors Hedge
PHILADELPHIA - The Governor
of the state of Washington, Daniel J.
Evans, has l"esponded favorably to the
idea of issuing an Executive Order on
gay people, similar to one issued by
Governor Shapp of Pennsylvania. In
a letter in response to a survey of State
Houses by the Philadelphia-based Gay
Raiders, Evans replied, " ... I have
asked our Department of Personnel to
look into this situation, to determine if
discrimination does exist, and to report
back to rile on the necessity of issuing
an Executive Order."
However, the governors of two New
England states were not as forthcoming as the liberal Republican Washington Governor. Ella Grasso, Governor ·
of Connecticut, not known for her
sympathy towards gay people, wrote

The New Haven Women's Liberation
Rock Band, Paul Wagner, Kay Gardner, Women Like Me, and Miles
Fusco. The plays will consist of
"Coming Out Blackouts" by David
Rogensack, and "Trans-Lesbianic Fol-

Gays in the Military, Gay Religion, Gay Psychological Counseling, Teaching Gay Courses,
Civil Liberties: Do They Exist?, Coming Out and
Staying Out, Publishing Gay Books: A ¼ook at
the Market Place, Approaches to Gay Activism,
Patchwork Majority, Paedophilia, Gay Student
Struggles Panel and Workshop, The Gay Movement, Class and Feminism, Images of Lesbians
in Fiction, Lesbian and Gay Poetry, S&M,
Transsexualism, The Gay and Non-Gay Media,
Black and Puerto Rican Gays, Parents of Gays,
Gays as Parents, Gays in Prison, Financial
Counseling for Gays, Economic Oppression of
Gays.

the Raiders, "I appreciate you giving
the benefit of your views -0n this
m_atter, and I will keep your comments
in mind when considering any future
l~gislation in this area."
The Executive Assistant to Gov.
Salmon of Vermont, Joseph Jamele,
Jr., had the following response: "Under our State Civil Service laws,
discrimination against individuals for
any reason involving personal freedoms is illegal and subject to appeal by
the offended .party. There is similarly
no Vermont-based· gay organization
which has claimed its membership has
been discriminated against in either the
private or the public sector. To raise
the issue in Vermont would be to create
an issue in Vermont," the Governor's
aide wrote.

MURDER SUSPECT: The Boston
Police Department has asked for the
assistance of GCN's readers in locating
the above person, John Blodgett, 24,
of South Boston, who is wanted for the
March 22 murder of John Asinari and
possibly in other gay-related attacks in
the Boston area. Height 5'10", weight
150 lbs., date of birth February 17,

lies" written, produced and directed by
Loretta Lotman.

Although an ambitious schedule, it
seems likely that the conference will
provide something for everyone. At
this point the only logical question
raised is: "How can one be seven
places at the same time?" The way the
committee solved that problem was to
, have all panels taped for later shows on
WBAI. Did someone really think they
left out an area?

1951. He "must be considered very
dangerous," according to Sgt. John
Daley of the BPD Homicide Division.
Anyone having seen him is urged to
contact Sgt. Daley at 247-4470.

Gay Community News
in association with

Homophile Community Health Service
Dignity
B'nai Haskalah
Daughters of Bilitis
Metropolitan Community Church

*
goes
gay·
*l:J.
~hanksgi\ling 1Binnr~ TbankSgiving Night
*for the Benefit
** ~ * oi GCN *
and

State Representative Elaine Noble
present

-Turkey and Ham - - Mashed Potato -

.

-Salad-Carrots-Cranberry Sau~eRolls and Butter-Stuffing
1
Pumpkin and Mince Pie-----

-----

-0.._

r

~

$6.48 per person (this is our cost)
6 p.m.

Find out why Mirage is the
finest Disco in Boston!

Buffet Style at

*
For Reservations and information,
Call Skip at GCN (617) 426-4469

November 27, 1975

or clip this out and return with check or money order to
GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108

---------------------··--------------

PLEASE RESERVE._ _ _ _ THANKSGIVING DINNER(S) FOR

1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8 p.m.-2 a.m.

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.
Contact tel. #

$2.00 donation
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Hoosier Leads
Rights Fight
BLOOMINGTON, Indiana - The
new "anti-Christ" of this midwestern
university town is Brian De St. Croix,
city councilperson and strong supporter of gay rights. St. Croix first gained
public ic:lentification with the issue of
gay rights, four days before the recent
November election for City Council.
At that time, the Bloomington city
building inspector had refused to sign a
builc:ling permit for the establishment
of a gay community services building.
St. Croix immediately lambasted the
commissioner's action in extremely
strong terms. The Commissioner soon
reversed his decision.
De St. Croix's criticism of the denial

of permit caused great controversy in
this conservative area. In the election
held four days later, De St. Croix lost
about 700 votes on the issue, dropping
from first to third in the Council
balloting. He was still easily re-elected,
however.
De St. Croix, a native of Milton,
Massachusetts, has now decided to
sponsor legislation to the city human
rights code that would ban discrimination on the basis of sexual preference.
As a result, the city's churches have
laupched a petition drive against the
bill . However, De St. Croix isn't
worried. q I've got the votes," he told
GCN.

Libertarians Meet
opposition to police harassment of
NEW YORK - Roger MacBride
gays
and prostitutes, but opposition to
and David Bergland were nominated
public
transportation, rent control,
here last week by the Libertarian Party
and
busing
to achieve racial balance.
to be that party's candidates for
A faction of the party calling itself
Pres1dent and Vice President in 1976,
respectively, LP's party platform in- - Libertarians for Gay Rights caucused
at the convention, with the goal of
eludes a resolution calling for the end
promoting
libertarian ideals within the
of government regulation of sexual
gay
community
and to educate straight
matters.
Libertarians aware of special circumBoston LP member David Long,
stances faced by gay citizens. Persons
who made an unsuccessful attempt at
interested
in contacting the group
running for mayor of Boston this year,
should write to John Vernon, 120
was recognized at the convention for
N.W. 4th St., Oklahoma City, OK
his efforts on the party. Long's
73118.
campaign themes included not only

GAY MEN'S CENTER NEWS
By Stephen Skuce
BOSTON - The Boston Gay Men's
Center is pleased to announce the
location of its new headquarters. The
men at November 16's planning meeting · voted to rent the space at 36
Bromfield Street, consisting of one
large room which will house the main
activity center (lounge, coffee, large
meetings, conversation and reading
space), and two smaller rooms to
· accomodate smaller rap groups, meetings, phone referral service and so on.
Slated for occupancy in December, the
Center will need plenty of elbow grease
to get it going - cleaning, fixing,
painting, etc. - and anyone willing to
help should attend one of our Sunday
planning meetings which will be meeting at 3:00 p.m. at our new address.
Don't be late since we haven't insta11ed
a buzzer yet, and the outside door must
remain locked.
It looks as though the Film Festival
will be the cultural event of the season
in Boston. On Friday and Saturday,
December 5 and 6, in the UMASS
building at Arlington and Stuart .
Streets in Park Square, two exceUent
and rarely shown films will be
screened. The offerings are "Tricia's

Wedding" (1970). the Cockettes' startling story of passion and ultimate
redemption, featuring Tricia, Eddie,
Mamie, Daddy Dick, and the whole
• White House gang; and "This Special
Friendship" (1965), directed by Jean
Delannoy. This is .an e~ceptionally
sensitive treatment of the relationship
between two boys in the cold, harsh
environment of a French parochial
boarding school in the 1930's. For a
donation of $2.00 this is an excellent
opportunity to attend an evening of
fine entertainment while supporting n
sorely needed institution. Refreshments will be available, as will complimentary copies of The .Limp Fist, the
Center's monthly newsletter.
Donations can be made to the Cente1
·in the form of a check payable to 'Gay
Men's Center or GMC and mailed to
Box 5200, GCN, 22 Bromfield St.,
Boston, MA 02108, or better yet, a
monthly pledge in any amount you can
afford sent to the same address.
Include your name and address with
pledges: a pledge entitles you to free
monthly editions of our newsletter,
The Limp Fist. For more information,
call Lee at 491-6968 or Darius at
723-6268.

Jade and Saz Return
BOSTON - A dispute between the
popular lesbian singing duo, Jade and
Sarasparilla, and WCVB's "Good
Morning Show,, has ended in a victory
for the two women. Terri Knopf,
Talent Coordinator for the show, had
told the two women that they would be
unable to perform on the show if they
sang ''lesbian love songs.'' The women, who had appeared on the show
several times before, refused to agree
and cancelled their appearance, scheduled for early December.

However, after pressure from Gay
Media Action and other sectors of the
community, Knopf changed her mind
and agr~ed to let the women perform
whatever material they wanted. She
had originally cited complaints from
viewers and the nature of her audience
in deciding to censor the performers'
material. Bill Russell, manager of Jade
and Sarasparilla. told GCN that he was
"very pleased" at the Channel 5
decision.

rnetuopo litan
cornmani ttY cbaucb
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Presents

REV. PAUL V

N HECKE
of Los Angel~s

WILL BE SPEAKING

MONDAY, DEC. 1st
TUESDAY, DEC. 2nd
at 8 p.m.
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Free to the Public
ALL ARE INVITED

Old West Church
COUNSELING

T

131 Cambridge Street

Boston, MA

A, LTERNATIVES of BOSTON

419 BOYLSTON ST.

BOSTON, SUITE 425

"THE ALTERNATIVE GAY HEAL TH SERVICE"
INDIVIDUAL-GROUP-COUPL ES COUNSELING
IMMEDIATE CLIENT REFERRAL - NO WAITING
NO PHONE COUNSELING

FOR APPOINTMENT MON-FRI 5-9 pm - SAT 10-4 pm CALL:

536-1381 ASK FOR: JANE· OR· CHARLEY

Wee Willie Winkie runs through the town
Upstairs, downstairs in his nightgown
/

Shouting at the windows
Crying at the doors
When the other stores are closed

I goto
milk • papers • bread •
friends • gifts • eternal life

24 hours a night
7 days a week
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J!.ncyclopedia Sexua/is, published in
1936, gives this account of the next
phase in Hirschfeld's life his
encounter with Nazism. This was
written for the Encyclopedia by
Hirschfeld himself:
After the War, when the Nazi
movement gripped Munich and spread
in ever larger circles throughout Germany, Hirschfeld's name was placed
on the proscription list. After deliver. ing a popular scientific -lecture in
Munich, he was brutally attacked on
the streets. Unconscious, he was taken

Ger01an Jewish Liberationist in a Nazi Era

1
1

By Allen Young
If being a doctor is one of the
10blest statuses one can achieve in
Jewish culture, and being a feigele
faggot) is one of the lowest, then being
both must make for a rather traumatic
and interesting life.
I think it is a juxtaposition of fates
that is easily understood for its irony if
nothing else.
Some years ago, in a Catskill
Mountain hotel where I was working as
a busboy, I heard a Borscht Circuit
comedian tell a joke about two Jewish
mothers who were discussing their
sons. One mother revealed that her son
was a homosexual, and when the other
mother expressed her sympathy, the
first mother said, "It's all right. He's
going with a nice Jewish doctor."
In "Sunday Bloody Sunday ,9' Peter
Finch played a homosexual Jewish
doctor. It was the first commercially
distributed film that portrayed homosexuality in a positive light; I wonder
what typical Jewish viewers thought
about that.
I made love with a Jewish doctor just
the other day. We had a nice time.
Magnus Hirschfeld was a homosexual Jewish doctor who, I believe, was
one of the most heroic figures of the
early twentieth century. Recent research by gay liberation activists has
taught me and others about this great
man. As a gay Jew, I feel a great sense
of pride and love for the memory of
Dr. Hirschfeld - along with a sense of
anger that his very existence as a man
of science and humanity was hidden
from my view for so many years.
Magnus Hirschfeld must be recognized as one of the founding fathers
not only of the gay liberation movement, but of sexology itself. In 1897,
he founded the Scientific Humanitarian Committee, and he was the
mainstay of its organizational and
publication efforts for decades. In the
Committee's yearbook, as in his own
first book (Sappho and Socrates),
Hirschfeld developed a scientific view
of homosexuality and spoke out in
defense of what he termed ''intermediate sexual types."
·
Hirschfeld was both scientist and
crusader. His work included research
in many fields, including lite~ature,
biology, and anthropology. In his
medical practice, Hirschfeld specialized in nervous and psychic maladies,
and he saw many patients. But his
Committee was politically involved. It
held regular public forums on homosexuality and worked long and hard in
a petition campaign designed to repeal
the German laws against homosexuality (Paragraph 175, still a part of
German law today).
This petition campaign was a monumental effort. The sex reformers- won
the support of August Behel, the great
.Social-Democratic leader, who took
the floor of the Reichstag to argue for
the petition. More than 6,000 prominent figures, half of them doctors,
signed the petition. Some of the signers
were Finance Minister Rudolf Hilferdin, Hermann Hesse, Franz _Werfel,
George Grosz, Krafft~Ebing; ~ ~;u-1
Kautsky, Edouard Bernstein, - Lou
Andreas-Salome, Max Brod, Martin
Buber, Albert Einstein, Kathe Kollwitz, Heinrich Mann, Thomas Mann,
Carl Maria Weber, Stefan Zweig,
Grete Meisel-Hess, Gerhardt HauptPage 10 • GCN, November 29, 1975

mann, Karl Pauli, Rainer Maria Rilke,
and Arthur Schnitzler.
Hirschfeld helped to make an early
gay liberation film, entitled ''Different
From the Others" (though apparently
no copies of this film are extant).
Hirschfeld travelled throughout the
world on several occasions. In 1893, he
visited the World's Fair in Chicago. In
1931-32, his speaking engagements

bequeathing to Hirschfeld many of his
notes and drawings. Previously,
Hirschfeld had done research into
alcoholism. Undoubtedly, it was his
own homosexuality, teamed with his
understanding of suicide and alcohol
as a response to homophobia, which
led Hirschfeld to the politics of gay
liberation.
Hirschfeld's dedication to sexual

to the Surgical Clinic, where his injury

was diagnosed as a fracture of the
skull. As the press carried a notice that

the attack had proven fatal, Hirsch/e/d
had an opportunity of reading his own
obituary.
The Nazis persecuted Hirschfeld,
not only on account of his 'non-Aryan,
extraction, but also because of his open
acknowledgement of pacifistic and
socialistic tendencies, and his work in
sexual science.... They continued his
persecution relentlessly; they terrorized
his meetings and closed his lecture
halls; so that for the safety of his
audience and himself, Hirschfeld was
no longer able 'to make a public
appearance.
In Greece, after several years of
absence, Magnus Hirschfeld. again
stepped on European soil; r, Jw he
heard tales and warnings fro, 1 Germany which made it clear that .1is /ife
was in danger if he returned to his
homeland. Hirschfeld 'then went to
Vienna, later to Switzerland to work
on his book of travels. It was in
Switzerlanu' that the news reached him
that one hundred of the 'Nazi Committee Against the Un-Ger,man Spirit! had
broken into his Institute [May 6, 1933),
destroying the greater part of his
collection and scientific material and
removing more than 12,000 volumes
from the library, which [on May 10),
together with a bust of Hirschfeld, they
publicly burned. [See photo]
Nazis burning the bust of Hirschfeld, from Anthropos.
Thereupon the Institute was officially closed. Now [1935] it houses the
Photo courtesy of Jim Steakly
National-Socialistic Juristic Union; the
Nibelungen Verlag; Antj-Communistic
Society; Institute for Research in
took him to many cities in the Unhed
liberation was combined with an
Freemasonry;
Institute for Research in
States. His last speaking tour ended in
internationalist sense of justice that
Judaism. Hirschfeld's personal properPalestine, where he had been invited by
included pacifist and socialist views.
ty was confiscated for the benefit of
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
The motto of the Scientific Humanitarthe
Prussian government, on the
One of the many famous people who
ian Committee was "per scientian and
ground
that he was 'antagonistic to the
Hirschfeld met in his travels was
justitiam" (Justice Through Science).
spirit of the State. ,
Emma Goldman, the Russian-AmeriWhen Hirschfeld was only fifteen, he
A few days after the destruction of
can anarchist. She credited Hirschfeld
published his first article, "The
the
Institute, Hirschfeld was in Paris;
with helping her "to shed light on the
Dream of a Universal Language." His
visiting
a cinema, he saw with his own
extremely complicated problems of sex
early studies were in the area of
eyes, on the screen before him, the
psychology,'' and she was one of the
languages and philosophy; only later
burning of his library. In France,
first people in the U.S. to speak out in
did he go to medical school and
where he now lives, he was hospitably
favor of gay rights. In an article that
develop an interest in psychology and
received
as a scientist.
sexololgy.
Goldman wrote for the Scientific
Shortly
after this autobiographical
Humanitarian Committee's yearbook,
In 1919, Hirschfeld founded the
sketch was written for the Encyclopedshe said:
Institute for Sexual Science, an imporia Sexualis, Magnus Hirschfeld died in
I regard it as a tragedy that people of
tant precursor of the Kinsey Institute.
Nice,
France, May 14, 1935, on his
a differing sexual orientation find
For the home of his institute, Hirschsixty-seventh birthday.
themselves proscribed in a world that
feld acquired the mansion of Prince
In the town of Kolberg, where
has so little understanding for homoHatzfeld, German Ambassador to
Hirschfeld
was born, the Nazis
sexuals and that displays such gross
France. The beautiful building housed
attacked
the
memory of another
indifference for sexual gradations and
a special library of some 20,000
Jewish
doc.tor,
Sanitary Councillor
variations and the great significance
volumes, and its facilities were visited
Doctor Hermann Hirschfeld, Magthey have for living. It is completely
by thousands of researchers from all
ims 's father. The older Doctor Hirschforeign to me to wish to regard such
over the world.
.
feld was responsible for many hygienic
people as less va/uable, less moral, or
Not everyone took Hirschfeld seriand
social measures, so when he died in
incapable of noble sentiments and
ously, however. Because of his own
1885, the citizens of Kolberg erected in
behavior . . . . Even years ago, when I
homosexuality, Hirschfeld's pioneerhis honor a public monument in
still knew nothing about sex psycholing work, for all its rigor and
recognition
of his outstanding work.
ogy and my only familiarity with
seriousness, was often rejected by
"For
nearly
fifty years, this monuhomosexuals was limited to a few
other sexologists. One of the United
ment graced the city,'' Magnus Hirschwomen whom I got to know in jail,
States' most famous and financially
feld wrote proudly, but ''the Hitler
where I wound up because of my
successful anti-homosexual psychia,
regime
removed it from sight because
political convictions, I firmly stood up
trists, Dr. Albert Ellis, wrote in his
the
man
whose name was thus comin defense of Oscar Wilde. As an
book, Homosexuality: Its Causes and
memorated was a Jew."
anarchist, my place has always been
Cures, that Hirschfeld and other
In its obituary on Hirschfeld, the
alongside the persecuted.
pro-gay writers were "sex deviants"
New
York Herald Tribune noted that
Hirschfeld's early work on homosexwhose work was "hardly unbiased or
''some
fanciful writer once called Dr.
reliable." Ellis apparently never quesuality coincided, in fact, with the
Hirschfeld 'the Einstein of sex,' behysteria of the Wilde trial, all the more
tioned the bias induced by his own
cause he adhered to the theory that sex
sexual preference!
reason to regard it as courageous. His
endowments
and impulses in the
first book, Sappho and Socrates, was
During the First World War, Hirschindividual
were
'relative.' There was
the result of the suicide of one of his
feld devoted himself to the care of
patients, a young officer who shot
prisoners, especially exchange prison- i no strict demarcation between the
sexes, mentally or physically, he behimself on the eve of his marriage,
ers, in Switzerland and Holland. The
1

(Continued on page 13)
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Lily Tomlin Supercomic
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a review by Don Shewey
Whether she intends to or not, Lily
Tomlin is doing things no other
performer is doing. Besides delving
into film acting with an integrity in
choosing roles matched only by Cicely
Tyson and few others, besides making
records her own way that still sell like
crazy, Liiy Tomlin has revolutionized
the dubious art of comedy.
Truth resounds throughout the work
Lily has produced for public consumption, and truth is not always funny.
She dares to be serious within the realm
of comedy. She performs bits that
make her audience look at their own
individual contributions to social mediocrity and human cruelty - a rich girl
looking down her nose at a poor lady,
a mother refusing to deal with a grisly
scene of children's violence ("Billy,
where's your leg? Well, you just go
back and find it, young man! Do you
think legs grow on trees?
But when she chooses to be funny,
her comedy is superb, and most
amazing because, unlike almost every
other comedian ever, it never originates
in a superior contempt for another's
misfortunes. She works with characters
drawn with Jove and human detail. If
the laughs happen at the expense of
anyone, it is herself. "Of course I think
Hollywood is corrupting. ThaCs why I
came out here. I don't know when I
realized it, but I began to feel my
integrity was holding me back, you
know, hurting my chances for happiness.'' Onstage in her Boston concert
at the Orpheum, she mused, ''I wonder
about being a success in a mediocre
world . . . I have to acknowledge to
myself that I'm not being spontaneous."
.
While Lily is relentlessly honest and
personal with an audience to the point
of vulnerability, she remains cool or at
least indifferent toward the media.
While granting a brief interview with
myself and the Globe, she declared, "I
wish I would never be in the papers
again ... Say I've got $900,000 in the
bank, and I'm quitting show business.
I was only in it . for the money
anyway.'' And she's got a point. You
can find out anything you want to
know on her records, especially the
latest and b~st, Modern Scream.
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Want to know her attitude toward
gays? The bit that follows speaks for
itself. Interviewed by Modern Scream
Jt reporter, Deirdre Dutton, Lily resJt pon d s to the question, "About your
: frank film about heterosexuality - did
: it seem strange to you seeing yourself
making love with a man on the big
Jt screen?"
"Well, I did a lot ofresearch, and by
the time we began shooting I was used
· * to it. I've seen these women all my life,
so I know how they walk, I know how
: they talk. Of course, I did interview Lily' from a photograph in After Dark.
* some psychiatrists, but they didn't think it won't appeal to a large mass of
: have the answers. Of course, I got a lot people," Lily suggested, "or maybe
* a flak from Straight Liberation groups they just feel that way." And with
some thought I went too far, some insatiable curiosity, I asked if she were
not far enough. And my family said gay, and got what I deserved. "I don't
Jt how could you do such a thing? People think it's my business to discuss my
: wonder how a woman who looks like sexuality," she said without a trace of
me could play a woman like that. They defensiveness, "or your sexuality."
: · just don't understand that you don't Touche!
Jf- have to be one to play one."
As far as the concert went, Lily
Because of all this, Lily Tomlin
Tomlin's show defined the term "tour
appeals to all kinds of people, especi- de force." I could regale you with
: ally women; all kinds of gay people,
dozens of great lines, but I'll restrain
* especially gay women. Why is it that so
myself to a few. She performed all of
: few comics know how to deal with gays
her well-known characters - Edith
or women positively? "Maybe they
Ann ("I took my dog Buster roller
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skating in the park and he turned his
ankle, so I had to carry hini home in a
shopping bag."), Ernestine ("Who's
calling, please?. You're from the
AMA? What's that stand for, Anna
Marie Alberghetti? [snort] Oh, don't
get so uptight, it was just a little joke,
not unlike Medicare."), the Tasteful
Lady ("Catch me later, won't you, at
the Wilson Hotel rinsing out my panty
hose?"), Sister Boogie Woman ("Peopie say to me, Sister, I don't believe in
nothing - I believe it's all done with
mirrors. And I say, my friends, boogie
is believing in the makers of those
mirrors!"), and many more.

.

.

The best lines came as Lily lounged:
around on the floor and shot one-liners:
at the audience: "I've been to six*
different stores looking for a can of ratJt
hairs and animal impurities, and every:
one I found had tuna fish in it. Every*
time I see a Yield sign on the highway
feel sexually threatened. Why- didn '•
Nixon impeach us, so then we could get*
out? Why is it when we talk to God*
we're said to be praying, but when God:
talks to us we're schizophrenic?" A ndJt
on and on and hilariously on.
:
How can one woman be so funny*
and tell us so many truths about*
ourselves?
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$300 in Cash Prizes
THE DRAG BALL OF THE YEAR!
Entries from AU Over the East Coast
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DI CO PARTY DANCE CONTEST
$200 in Cash Prizes
Wednesday, ,November 26
$3.00 Admission
DON UNDERWOOD PRESENTS

FOLIES BERGERE
~

· Two Weeks Only!
Wednesday thru Sunday

RICKI MERREWETHER d j
. Formerly of Cabaret - After Dark,
Boston/L.A., Back Room, Provincetown
The Only Live ·showbar in Boston
New Sound System
Largest Dance Floor
.

p
p

All For $1.00 Sun.-Thurs.
$2.00 Fri. + Sat.

969 Commonwealth Ave., Boston
For R.eservations, call 542-1550

New Light Show

-------------------1111111!111-----------------theatreSondheiDI Sinks, "Overtures" Stink!'li)s----- -------

A Review by Don Shewey
Take a bunch of actors and dress
them up in colorful Japanese costumes,
build a set that resembles an exhibit of
Oriental heirlooms, throw in a theme
of corruption by American imperialism, top it off with music by Stephen
("Follies," "A Little Night Music")
Sondheim, and you've got "Pacific
Overtures." Sound exciting?
Believe me, it's about as exciting as a
fresh pile of Siamese cat doo-doo.
"Pacific Overtures" is a tacky, soulless
spectacle that crudely exploits Japanese
culture in order to bring something
unique to Broadway. Written by John
Weidman, the play contains lengthy
Japanese folk tales woven into the
insidious plot of the American interference with Japan's self-imposed isola..
tion, all achieved with remarkable
incoherence.
"Pacific Overtures" looks like it
wants to be a Brecht-Weill musical,
and the set, a flat Kabuki thrust stage
with moveable screens and set pieces,
succeeds in its purpose of allowing

Hirschfeld

smooth, Brecht-style staging. But th.e
play fails monumentally because of its
useless and banal score, which reduces
the action to a standstill with its
painful stagnancy. The stately Far·
Eastern rhythms could be brought to
· life with great intensity if any of the
main characters could sing.
There are two very nice songs "There is No Other Way" (accompanied by beautiful Kabuki dancing by
Soon-Teck Oh) and "Welcome to
Kanagawa" (sung by men dressed as
Japanese whores)- but to compensate
for such quality, the score includes the
stupidist number I've ever heard in a
musical, "Someone in a Tree," which
not only adds nothing to the plot but
goes on forever. The first act ends with
an eight-minute solo "Lion Dance"
that goes nowhere, mostly because the
dancer spends all his time trying not to
trip over his coattails.
The play's final scene, in which the
actors shed their costumes to reveal
their denim-clad Westernized selves,
could have been powerful and cathartic .

The cast of "Pacific Overtures'.'

scenery? Why didn't the director find
some actors who could sing? When will
Sondheim learn that you can't have
three people singing different words at
the same time without making an
unintelligible mess?
Look, if you like Stephen Sondheim
so much, by all means go see "Pacific
Overtures." But you'd be better off
having a nice dinner at a Japanese
restaurant and asking to look at the
'
family scrapbook.
week: At the
this
Notes-: Opening
Boston Rep, "Murder in the Boston
Garden," a new play by Robin
Brecker, directed by Susan McGinley.
. .. The Colonial stays dark until
December 22 when Katharine -Hepburn
hits the stage in "A Matter of Gravity"
. .. After their long-running production
of Genet's "Deathwatch" closes, the
Cambridge Ensemble plans to adapt
"Gulliver's Travels" to the stage, to
open December 26 .... The ongoing,
non-rhetorical question: why is there
so little gay -and feminist theatre in
Boston?

(Cdntinued from page 10)

lieved.
'"Beneath the duality of sex there is
a oneness,' . he said. 'Every male is
potentially a female and every female is
potentially a male. If a man wants to
understand a woman, he must discover
thewoman in himself, and if a woman
would understand a man, she must dig

in her consciousness to discover her
own masculine traits."'
Hirschfeld's methods of study, the
obituary explained, "were those of the
consultant. He said once that he had
talked with 30,000 men and women,
who unburdened their troubles and
maladjustments to him, confident that

EXCURSION!
Y
l7A
n • • when it's snowing in Boston!
Glorious su_
~

I

if anything had led up to it. But as
performed, "Pacific Overtures" ultimately slanders the Japanese people by
portraying them as greedy, undignified
beggars.
Why, in a cast of 50 roles, do the
men play all the speaking roles while
the four women only change the

Dftlf,R~ t'1~<tt'T9'i" CANCUN!
-MEX~CO:•

in the ,uxurious new'
hotel',
e l ores1'dente
_

CANCUN,MEXICO .. :atrop,clparad,se
on the blue, blue Caribbean! If you are
gay you'll be eager to experience this
new, free-spirited island in the sun! 14
miles of sugary-white sand beaches bordering the blue, green and aqua waters of
the sea. Dense tropical forests. Yucatan's
· richest center of Mayan culture. Every
conceivable type of recreation for the
truly young in heart. A sparkling new
luxury hotel with every amenity. Entertainment galore from swinging disco and
romantic hideaways to folklore festivals.
It's a first for Boston! Don't miss this rare
treat planned especially for the gay com•
. munit.r.!

• Tennis ,
• Olympic-s~zepool
• Golf course • Swinging Bars :·l~rfurthetrriro·rmation············ .. ··-:
• Night Club
:
·• Roundtrlp Boston/Cancun via chartered: Call or wnte . . .
:MARK-is ·TRAVEL SERVICE:
PAN AMERICAN Jet
(617) 566-2560:
:·i 444 H8:rvard St.
• Hot meals & beverages In flight
:
Brookline, MA 02146
• Welcoming Cocktail Party with hors
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :
d'oeuvre& and music
•
All These Great Features & More
Address __________ :
lncludedinth~LowPriceofOnly

$379

CitY---~
State._ _ _ _ _ _ ip _ _ _ _ _ !

PerPerson-Double Occupancy
• US and Mexican Departure Taxes
• Roundtrip Transfers between Cancun
Airport and the hotel

:
•
:
•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •. • • ••• •

;Phone. ___________ :
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he could help them. Usually he could
and did; each case that _came to his
institute received his personal attention. He devised a questionnaire which
engaged persons might answer to
determine before marriage if they were
emotionally suited to each other. It was
! embarrassing, Dr. Hirschfeld used to
i say, how at parties, in private homes or
public places, strangers to him, who
: knew his reputation as an emotional
' adjuster, would approach him and lay
bare their souls.
"So this little, pudgy professor, with
his Byronic neckties and his thick
spectacles, who looked as if he never
had got 'closer to human realities than
drinking -an occasional glass of beer,
became a father confessor to thouJ

sands. He was a firm believer in the
therapeutic value of full and frank
verbal confession, like the psychiatrist
and the priest, and he learned never to
be surprised at what he heard. After
hearing new and strange deviations
from the norm, he began to wonder
what the norm was and if there was
such a Plimsoll mark of human
nature."
Special thanks to Jim Steakly, author
of the new book The Homosexual
- Emancipation Movement in Germany
(New York: Arno Press, 1975) and to
David Thorstad and John Lauritsen,
authors of The Early Homosexual
· Rights Movement (1864-1935) (New
__ York.:_Times Change Press, 1974)..
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The above thermometer will weekly show GCN's progress
towards solvency in 1976. The main source of additional
income will be generated by a series of benefits which
began last month and will continue until January. You
can contribute simply by attending. If you are unable to
attend or wish to make a larger donation we are also
encouraging people to send contributions to:
SOLVENCY '76
GCN
22 BROMFIELD ST.
BOSTON, ·MASS. 02108
Help us make our dream a reality!
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Talk about teacher's dirty looks - this is the gay student's guide to campus
organizations. Rather this is part of it. Organizations mentioned below have
written to GCN._about their doings in their own words. "Sheepskin Follies" is an
open space dedicated to college gay happenings. Will all those groups that have not
yet been listed please contact GCN? Individuals with news features of campus life
please call too. We need your input to get the "Sheepskin Follies" on the road.
.........••. .........•.•

The weekly meetings are held o
Wednesday evenings at 8:00 in roo
232 of the Physics Building, which i
located
at 111 Cummington Road,
•.•••••••• •••••••.... .........•..• •............ ........
behind the 700 dormitory. This meet
ing place has been reserved for th
remainder of the fall term.
the walls and ceiling. There are
Appro~imately forty people hav
machines which will produce auto
been
in attendance at each of th
exhaust at intervals, and, at a desigmeetings.
There is a core group o
nated moment, two thousand glitterfifteen
or
twenty
men and women, plus
covered bats will be released from the
The Harvard-Radcliffe Gay Students
those
who
come
occasionally
and thos
ceiling.
(Umbrellas will be provided for
Association has just released plans for
who have never attended a meeting
the
leaks
which
are
too costly to fix.)
its big winter bash, having been
before.
finalized in recent secret executive
D.J. Paul L., formerly of Methuen,
Last year, we planned several dances
sessions. The Ultimate Gay Dance will
will be there with his collection of
and social events, but we were not very
take place on Friday, December 5, a
Disco Dynamite, including the soon to
politically active. We have adopted
product of unrestrained spending by
be released Gloria Gaynor single "Now
loose committee or collective structure
treasurer Susie Wong, who has termed
That I've Got It, What Do I Do With
to attempt to overcome last year's
the budget "outrageous ly extravaIt?'' The sound system is capable of
inaction. We are currently planning to
gant."
producing over 3000 decibels, or
have speaker/ discussions once a month
Producrion of the dance has been
enough to knock out the entire city of
on such issues as ''The Gay Media,''
managed by a Spanish Surrealist
Chicago 1 and various special effects,
''Homosexu ality and Psychology ,''
painter whose name has been withheld
such as the mating call of the Canadian
"Legislation and Legal Hassles," and
on request. The decor will be pink and
moose.
"Gayness and Religious Beliefs."
blue ultrasuede, complemented by
The Harvard football team, clad in
Quite a few of the members are
enormous living sculptures - boa
gold lame G-strings, will serve mixed
involved in consciousness-raising or
constrictors imported from the Amadrinks in exact replicas of the bra cups
ap groups which meet at various times
zon entwining themselves around huge
of Mary, Queen of Scots. A famous
hroughout the week.
bronze nudes. The multi-pillowed sofas
Cambridge French chef, with a funny
We. cooperated with the Gay Acaare made from 100 percent goose
accent, will make incredibly intricate
emic Union and Northeaster n Univerfeathers, upholstered with reproducpastry, which is free if you wait in line . ity in a conference entitled "Gay
tions in leather of Picasso's Guernica.
for two hours minimum.
,
niversity 1975" which was aimed at
The light show, on loan from the
·ncreasing the communication among
Metropolitan Opera of New York,
Dress is optional but preferred. The
arious gay groups and adding to our
features a solid platinum sphere over
dance will take place at Harkness
ffectiveness. The Conference was
ten feet in diameter, which will be
Commons, Harvard Law School Uust
ruly successful and the groups will
suspended in mid-air through the use
north of Harvard Yard) on Friday,
eet again to set up better inter-camof electro-magnets, and will hover
December 5, from 9:00-1:00. Donation · pus relations.
threateningly over the dance floor.
is $1.50, but free if you bring a
Also, Chinese fireworks in synchrony
corporate executive of international
with the music will be contained in ·
stature. For additional information ,
transparent polyethylene '' amebas'' on
call 495-1927.

Harvard-Radel iffe

Salem State Colleg e

N. E. Premiere

JANUS COUNSELING ASSOCIATE$

Now Playing

for women;
groups, individuals and . couples therapy
419 Boylston St., Rooµi S19, Boston .
Tel. /536-3071

PERMANENT HAIR
. REMOVAL
Donald P. Willial'.ns
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HIGHWAY
downthe

(Right around the corner from the 1270 Club, Directly across from Fenway Park.)

APAGEN o·s RECORD SHO
1880 Mdssachusetts Avenue
\n ear Porter S4uare, Cambridge )
492 -8646

Produced & Ouected bv JACK DEVEAU

A Hand 1n Hand Films Production

PLUS

Budget labels - $1.00
Domestic labels - $2.00
Imports - $2.50

Christmas Gift Certificates
Now Available

GOOD HOT STUFF"
private lounge

Al~'I, t:INl~i\\A 1-2
204 Tremont St. 482 ·4661

"The Place To
Make New Friends''

FINE LIQUORS AND WINES

Reservatio ns accepted

0

(Q)

CHAPS ·

Unopened

records cost
an additional 50¢

Also, many collectors; items
Comfortable, friendly atmosphere
Listen to records before ou bu them

Disco Dancing
Nitely
9 to C!osing

eating & drinking
pub

DISCOTHEQUE
SUNDAY BRUNCH
MAINLY MEN
16 Blagden St., Boston

next door to Styx

·700 Main St., Worceste r, MA
Ask ,.bout Our "Privile-gii Cards"
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247-3353

Monday thru Friday 11:30-10 p.m.

Used and Rare Classical Records
Bought and Sold

X

free coffee

ITALIAN CUISINE

23 Jersey St., Boston

"""'""'

11
.

fi-rrp tis
llralth~

GEM ELLI'S RESTAURANT

_

✓

~

~ ubscriptions

The Gay Task Force of the Human
Sexuality Program of Salem State has
been working like mad to make the
campus a comfortable one for Gays
since last semester, and it's been an •
up-hill struggle. Our purpose is to serve

Beistered Electrologi$t.
419 Boylsion St.
Ni!J·.a·1·ao·
· ·
Bos · n Suite

\

the Gay community of the college, city,
and surrounding area, as well as to
educate the area straights, in hopes to
destroy stereotypes and discrimination.
We have a limited budget, but a more
severe shortage of commitment of the
members of the group hamper our
projects getting off the ground.
Projects under way this semester are:
Thursday nights, 7-10 p.m., we hold
a Gay Drop - a coffeehouse in the
Scarborough Fair room of the Student
Union for conversation, relaxation,
and information, which is publicized in
the campus paper and on posters
around the campus.
November 17th, from 12:00 noon to
9:00 p.m., we will have a continuous
series of films about gay life in the Day
Lounge of the Student Union. The
films chosen are to illustrate the beauty
of Gay life, and should be quite
educational for any of the straight
audience.
More projects will be in progress as
hese finish.
We also write a weekly column for
he school newspaper, dealing with a
variety of topics, as suit the writer, in
Gay life - ranging from personal
experience to the legitimate morality of
homosexuality.
Our group at S.S.C. is small, but
we're hoping that our work will bring
more people out of the closets, which
isn't too easy in such a conservative
college and city. In the meantime,
we'ie providing socialization for ourselves, which we all need, way beyond
that which the Boston bars can
provide·. All people of the North Shore
are welcome to share our program
here.

Tel. ·266-7778

20 Blagden St.
behind the Public Library
Boston
Tel. 247-3910
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Angels of the Lyre, A Gay Poetry
Anthology, Edited by Winston Leyland. Published by Panjandrum
Press/Gay Sunshine Press, 248 pp. ·
$4.95
A Review by Steve Blevins
The angels anthologized in Winston
Leyland's Angels of the Lyre represent
a variety of angelic orders. I found this
collection of male poets to be compelling, often outrageous reading. It's
both a more attractive and more
complete book than its immediate
predecessor, The Male Muse. As over
fifty poets are represented I've limited
my comments in this review to those
whose work affected me directly.
There've been good questions raised
about the recent mania for categorization of the arts - does the application
oflabels (Gay Art, Women's Art, etc.)
- result in a restriction of imagination ?
Certainly, attempting to categorize
Michelangelo or Whitman as "gay
artists" denies the scope of their work.
Life experiences, gay or whatever, are
the material from which an artist.
draws. However, to focus on one facet
of a multi-facete d personality seems, to
me, to be self-limiting rather than
stimulating.
The poets inAngels of the Lyre are
gay or have had gay experiences.
That's part of the common ground
upon which to view this work. It's
obvious from much of the writing
which poems are "gay poems" and
which are poems dealing with a gay
experience . . Jim Eggeling's ''Invoca-

tion," James Mitchell's poems, Richard Tagett's, and several of Ian
Young's poems are GAY poems,
catapulted into print in the gay media
because there's no mistaking the
right-on gay messages. Nevertheless,
however message-full these poems may
be, they seem less attuned to gay
-experiences than the work of several
others. For instance, William Barber in
"The Gay Poet" shares with us his
vulnerability: "one too many of you/
walked out that morning with all my
reason/crum pled inside your tawny
levis ." In "from The Delsarte
Method" David Eberly recreates the
subtleties that can exist between men:
"In every gesture is the promised
beginning.'' And Jonathan Williams,
in the erotic and concise "Lexington
Nocturne" says "Eros, that sore, three
time loser,/shall strike again,/old
friend:/do you? do you want to?" In
the fine poems by Robert Duncan,
Frank O'Hara, Paul Goodman, Ron
Schreiber, Hunce Voelcker, Aaron
Shurin, Salvatore Farinella, Ed Cox,
and Robert Peters, the poetics, as in
the poems quoted above, don't rely
entirely on the poet's sexuality. The
subject may be gay sex/sexualit y, but
the words are fused with a spirit of
discovery deeper than mere sexual
documentati on. Experiences are translated - an experience is created for the
reader. Plowing through the confused,
chopped-up prose most prominent in
the poems by Emilio Cubeiro, Taylor
Mead, David Emerson Smith, and
others, is certainly an experience, but
for me, a de-sensitizing one.
I find the work by Joe Brainard,
Patil Mariah, Stan Persky, Gerrit
Lansing, and Robert Gluck gives an

interesting texture to the collection.
Although their work, as a whole,
· doesn't impress me, individual poems
. reveal an attention to the mind's eye of
;(Continued on page 1:7)
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Hot Shot Night
Tues., Wed., Thurs.

Go-Go .Boy•
Dancers
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Boston~s Mosi Intimate Disco
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GOAL: Psychosexually Functional Heterosexual Parent
language at length in one chapter but throughout the book the male is
always mentioned first, the female
second, if at all. There's a chapter on ,

male genitals, additional hormones are
needed (without added androgen, all
babies would appear to be female, even
if chromosomally male). The most

"pioneers" people working for
liberation of women, men, gay people,
etc. - that is admiring in tone - but
through the rest of the book, Goal is
assumed to be right for all. And the
basic contradiction is that if everyone
chose the proper gates, this research
would never have been done!
Some of these critical 'gates' take
place before birth
(irst your
chromosomal sex is established at
conception, then if you are to have

crucial 'gate' occurs when you're born
and permanently labelled "girl" or
"boy" because this begins the long and
complex process in which the people
around you treat you as a girl or a boy.
This fact is entered on your birth
certificate, and even yo4r name probably announces to strangers which sex
you've been assigned. Actually, Money
believes that the gender identity gate
usually stays open for a year or so after
birth, but is almost always closed by

Sexual Signatures: On Being a Man or
a Woman , John Money and. Patricia
Tucker, Little, Brown, Boston. 250
pp. $6.95 _

A Review by Dennise Brown
Sexual Signatures is a "layperson's
guide'' to the most recent conclusions
about the relationship between sex and
gender - and as any transsexual will
have explained over and over, they are
not the same. A basic discovery in this
research is that there are not two roads
to maturity (one female, one male) but
that there is one road with many gates
- at each gate, we incline toward
either the female or the male. We
become fem ale or male by stages,
learning bits of gender-appropriate
behavior as we go. Most people
consistently turn in either just the
female or just the male direction at
each gate on this road of psychosexual
deve!opment - but it is those of us
who do not who have madp these
studies possible! Mr. Money :..d.ys that
if you're "normal" you proceed along
this road, passing through each gate
properly (consistently female or consistently male, whichever matches your
chromosomal and genital pattern) and
ultimately reach Goal: You Are A
Mature, Psychosexually Functional
Heterosexual Parent. The idea that you
may not even want to reach Goal isn't
considered.
'
And yet there are contradictions in
the book. Mr. Money deplores sexist

~e
~eetinghouse
Coffee •· Pa stry

by this time,

· if you disagree with the rest of the
world). Later you learn what behavior
is expected both of your sex and the
opposite; and ultimately, you learn
.sexual attraction (to the opposite sex
only, Money hopes).
Money thoroughly defines hermaphrodism, homosexuality, transsexuality,
and transvestism. He includes a brief
history of homosexuality, defining it as
"erotic response to individuals with the
same kind of external sexual anatomy
as oneself... (which) may or may not
include overt homosexual behavior and
physical contact." Sexual Signatures
concludes with the chapters on those
who are happy with something other
than Goal - men's-, women's-, and
gay-liberationists•; "pioneers" seeking
different lifestyles and forms of sexual
expression for young people, old
people, married and single people.
Mo_ney then summarizes the challenge
all this change offers to the present
society.
Sexual Signatures is maddening at
times (you will surely disagree with
parts of it - and he does only seem to
have met transsexuals who wish to stay
within current sex stereotypes) but still
it merits reading. We need to know the
latest research the straight medical
world has come up with (after all, they
could use it against us as easily as for
us) and we need to know what picture
the straight world is being given of
those of us who are "different."

llappy Thanksgiv:hmg

Cgfe
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PORT

the age of 3 or 4 years -

you know if you're a girl or a boy (even

light lunch

Tues. -Sun. 12 -12 , Closed Monday
Sidewalk Dining Till Midni~~t
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Cor11,e; ofCl1ftFles

C&c511tlount 9--erno11.

CJ3oston. GJlJA

from

this Ad/or 10% Courtesy Discount
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,.

Creat e you, own sterling
s1 Iver c hoker nec k.lace
w ith high qual ity sem1prec1ous stones tor your-

for re;J1,irs only

·(·LESTER'S T. V.

sel f. f,ne persona l g, tts

or profit Great sav mgs t
Easy fast instruc tion_$
enclosed K its incltde
wire, ltqud s1 ~ _tlea ds
and balls , ~ ~'..scre w
c lasp and ·
A t urquo, ~, nugget s
$ tt 95
B cora l nugge t s
$ tt 95
C. lavender a myt hest s
$ 11 95
D He1shdda rk&l 1ght )beads
$895
E Mot her o l Pear l t ahs man and beads $ lt 95
For preassembted Jewelry add $ 2 50 S terling pie rced or sc rew on dang le earrings lo m atch e<lCh kit . $4.50 / pr Order by kit
lette r an d Jewe lry type C heck or money order ppd AR A ,Dept G
PO Box 8069 , B oston. M ass 02114 Prompt sh,pmen l'
,___ _ _ Specia l rates - bul k o rd er s ' _ _ _ _....,

''What you need, My Dear,
is not a·Psychoanalyst,
but a Hair-analyst.''

TV-Radio-Phonos-HiFi-Color
Expert Repair & New T. V.s & Stereos - at
lowest prices ANYWHERE! We also buy a nd
sell used T. V. s. Outside antenna installation a
specialty. Mass . Tech . Li e. 981.
'Old fashioned service at an honest price!
Free Pickup and Delivery

15 Revere St., Beacon Hill, Boston

Tel. 523-2187

~-,.c_,,.~

where friends
meet

,

" I suggest you go to Salon de Jon for their unique,
electronic, t richogram analysis. It measures the
protein and moisture content of your hair._
They call it hair-analysis. And it 's absolutely free."
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By Nancy Williamson
In August MS gave us a feature
article on Elaine Noble. In September
Time gave us Leonard Matlovich on
the cover and a 7-page feature on
homosexuality. Cosmopolitan ran an
article entitled "Why Straight Women
Like Gay Men" in their fall issue. In .
October Playboy brought us a 10-page
color photo display entitled "Sappho:
Stunning Portraits of Women in
Love'' accompanied by lines from
Sappho's poetry. Hopefully, in November or December things will get
back to normal in slick magazineland.
If I weren't such a skeptic, I might
appreciate all this national media
coverage of US. But I always look gift
horses in the mouth, and each of these
presents appear dubious to me. GCN
has already given the Time article its

due, and I wrote Time a nasty letter to
. which they replied in kind (but nicely).
As for MS, I canceled my subscription
long ago after years of writing letters to
their editors asking when? Cosmopolitan doesn't even deserve an honorable
mention, but Playboy's contribution to
the national homo fervor deserves a few
words if only because, at least to me, it
is the most seductive.
My reaction when I saw the Playboy
cover the first of October was to reach
for it immediately. (Underneath my
cynicism is a hardcore sentimental
naivete.) But I didn't for one reason
or another, including reluctance to
spend $1.25. Then it rained for a week,
and I was in Stowe, Vermont over the
Columbus Day Weekend. Things get
dull in Vermont when it rains, so when

. I walked by the magazine rack in .the
Grand Union Supermarket and saw
thePlayboys not only wrapped in Saran
Wrap but with covers turned back so
the picture was hidden, my last straw
of resistance fell away.
To give Frederick Smith his due, as
Playboy editors declare, ''the best
thing ever done on women in love, with
apologies to Mr. Lawrence." They are
reminiscent of David Hamilton's impressionistic, romantic, ethereal young
women in Sisters, Dreams of a Young
Girl, and La . Danse. The models are
gorgeous, and the poses are provocative. They are in impeccable taste. But
there is something vaguely disconcerting. They are posed. Clearly, Smith did
not walk into the bedroom of these
young women and begin snapping
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Massachusetts and Huntington Avenues
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(Continued from page 15)

those i~creasingly intelh~;, .• ,c sex- oriented
1,,Jlieilff ·'Catchin~ Up" is one ofpersuasion)
in wtuch the characters are

"'NIIINda, . , ...... ,n. lffi

away. They are models. I have a feeling
they aren't Lesbians and that they
wouldn't be making love with each
other unless they were being paid
handsomely. Whether or not that ·
should matter, I'm not sure. But it
does matter to me. And they were done
by a man. Tliat always bothers me a
little, too.
I suppose it's too much to ask the big
. magazines to do pictures, stories-,
poems, articles about real Lesbians women who go to work or to the
· unemployment office, who raise children, fight with their lovers and make
up, stand in line at the supermarket, sit
at a typewriter or a computer, eat,
. sleep and make love. I'm proud of
Leonard Matlovich; I appreciate Elaine
. Noble, and I enjoyed looking at the
Playboy ladies making pseudolove
because, to nie, women together under
. most any circums~ances look good. But
I'm wondering, now that we're out of
· tpe closet, how long it will take us to
get out of the ring. There is so much
· more to being homosexual than being
in love, in politics, or in drag.
But who expects more from Playboy? After all it says right on the cover
"Entertainment for Men," and in the
"Playbill" column the photo display is
heralded thus: "And now for the sex
part of the magazine." They didn't
gear the story toward' the feminist-lesbian-homosexual community, but toward their regular audience - men
who get off on looking at pictures of
women. Ultimately, Playboy's article
disturbs me much less than Time's
almost total omission of Lesbians in
their article and MS's tokenism. Most
of all I am upset by the continued
travesty made of women, gay or
straight, in love or otherwise, in news
coverage, advertising, and feature
reportage.

262-3888

. the poet. These poets achieve, in their
best poems, that liaison between
poetics and politics the better poets in
this anthology maintain.
The biggest disappointment for me
was much of the work printed by the
"noted" poets who have been elevated
ferociously by the .gay press, specifically Allen Ginsberg, Harold Norse,
and- John Giorno. John Wiener~ is
respectfully represented save for the
incomprehensible ''Gusta with Madame Simone De Beauvoir '' which I
see as an anti-thesis to t~is earlier,
excellent work . Ginsberg' s work, with
the exception of a beautiful poem
dedicated to Frank O'Hara, left me
unmoved. I know he's Allen Ginsberg,
but is that a license to have his 1968
masturbatio·n , "Please Master," print. ed here or anywhere? Fuck poems seem
. to be de rigueur these days. John
Giorno's read as if they were lifted
· from the Advocate classifieds. After
having the experience of selling porno
(as a youth in Cincinnati) I find myself
taking offence when people (usually
men) insist on calling any scrawl with a
stiff prick in it poetry~
Despite my reservation, Angels of
the Lyre is a collection all serious
poets, dabblers, and poetry readers,
should peruse. In whatever style these
men write, and even though some
poems are far superior to others,
valuable connections surface agaiQ and
again. These men have lived/are )jving
their lives in a kind of brotherhood · one in which men, despite resistance,
learn to love and be loved by other
men. It' s an odd heaven that' s given
· these angels their wings. From watch. ing them, one can learn to fly.
GCN, November 29, 1975 • Page 17
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Apartments

I

2 bedr duplex . large kitchen. livin groom . bath. Ou et. Bo ston harbor vi ew ,
$200 monthly ircl. ut1I. Call M ic hael at
569-2900 alter 8 pm .
Downt ow n Boston .
area . Convenient to
d istrict. Studi o w ith
and up . Immedi ate
426-2720.

Be your own boss. Set your own hours.
. Gay male (18-25) to teach the ways of
Join the GCN team of ad representagay life to GWM 22. Send photo and
tives. Don't re st rict yourself to Boston .
letter telling in terests. Write GCN Box
We have outlets all over New Eng land .
'
509 .
20 % commission. Earn extra money or
make it a full-time job. Denn is , Bill , and
•■■■■■l'IIIJIII■■■■■■■~
■
Diane are here to help you . Write GCN till
or cal I 61 7-426-4469.
Are you warm , sensitive. per·
and yet aggressive? Would yo,
job where you can make you, .JWn
hours? Wou ld you like to make an
U!]limited amount of money? A professional Boston-based weekly newspaper
is looking for an Advertising Manager . .
This could be the chance of your
lifet(me. Call Marion at 426-4469.

qu iet. no hass le
clubs and theatre
wall-to-wa l l : $135
occupancy . Call

For Sale
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
AND
WE.LL GIVE YOU THE NEWS
Subscribe now to GCN and you'll get
the news hot off the presses along with
fabulous features and curious classi- ,
f ieds to keep you informed and keep
you interested .
GAY GREETING ~RDS
Tasteful. gay greeting cards for the
Holiday Season. Now on sale at OTHER
VOICES. 30 Bromfield St. , Boston, or
write for brochure: Gayline Greetings,
p .0. Box 1715-G, Boston 02105.
MERRY X-MAS & HAPPY HANUKAH
STATUE OF LIBERTY T-SHIRTS now
available in s-m-I-xl , white and colors in
time for holiday season at the OTHER
VOICES BOOKSTORE, 30 Bromfield
St. . Boston . For bulk rate info call or
write Gay Media Action , 22 Bromfield
St Boston 02108 1617) 523-10B 1
·uncensored Kodacolor Processing. 12
ex. $3.90, 20 ex . $5 .90, 36 ex $9.90 ,
Ektachrome slides 20 ex . $2.50 , 36 ex.
$3.50. 8mm movies $4 . Polaroid copies.
B&W enlargements . Spectra Photo,
Box 258-GN, Syracuse, N .Y. 13201.
Spinet harpsichord , excellent cond.,
good tone, light touch , 4 ½ octaves,
and walnut case , $700. Call in Beverly,
922-5282 , morns or late eves.

I

Job0£

I

LibowPottery has room for ~1 full time
gay apprentices . This is a full time
program of learning with the possibility
of earning a living. We expect a two
year commitment after a two month
trial period. We are gentle human
beings who care about your head. We
work on ourselves as our clay. Libon
Pottery . Harrisville, N.H. 03450, 603827•3388 .
Women's band forming , to play Boston
area gay sme str jobs . Nd esp. DRUMS,
SAX , BASS. Exp a def adv, also willing
2 wk out arr. Ginny 876-9174.

Job Wanted
PEOPLE PHOTOGRAPHY
Warm pictures & portraits of . nice
people & couples . By GCN photographer, Martha or Jim. GCN Box 481.
EXPERT PAINTING
Interior and exterior, excellent references and moderate rates. Architecture
student with two years experience. Call
666-2814 for free estimate. Andrew
Weiser .

• IIane0USI
IM.sce
MEREDITH
I have your two ladies, but lost your
address again . Write or call Gail at the
Bookstore .
Any person interested in doin_g VOLUNTEER work??? For any number of
hours. Within the GAY COMMUNITY,
please write Box 1976, GCN, 22
Bromfield St. , Boston , MA 02108.
Disc~tion is assured!
Investment Wtd. Can put up to $20 ,000
in sensible investment which also
might involve part-full time ~ork. Write
Occpt., Box 393, Ski . Vil. 02147.
We would like to know: is there anyone,
gay, high energy, free like the stoned
moon, active-productive, still quiet,
happy, loving, suffering, strong, troth,
attractive, together somehow aware. If
so, come be with us a potter. Libow
Pottery, Harrisville, N.H. 03450, 603827-3388 ..

Carpentry, remodeling repairs.
Call Joan 617-628-5322
Moving and Hauling with pick-up.
Call Lin 617-628-5322
KOSMIC LESBIAN BLUES
Gutsy saphic songs and freaky instrumentals - almost all original - 1 lesbian, 4 instruments, many styles . Reasonable rates. Call Margo, 232-4181, 2
p.m.-4 a.m., or write GCN, Box 1970.
ANDROGYNY BOOKSHOP
A wide selection of gay feminist and
nonsexist childrens books. Come and
visit when you 're in Montreal. 1217
Crescent St., Montreal, (514) 866-2131.
OTHER VOICES - Gay bookstore at 30
Bromfield St. , Boston, 3rd floor, open
11 a.m . to 6 p.m . Mon. through Saturday. Many new titlef including Woman
Plus Woman.
·

r

Tried a bit of French lately?
Come to the worrd's second French city
and stay at "Auberge Le Bristol," an
European inn catering to gays. Close to ·
all the action at 1657 Rue Saint Denis,
Montreal. Excellent moderate accommodations. (514) 845-4324.

lorganizationsl
GAY SOCIETY OF ANGOLA
New Gay organization in Louisiana
prison, Anyone interested in helping
with support contact Anthony T. Smith,
GSOA, PMB-71437-CBA, Angola, LA
70712 .
BOSTON BAIL PROJECT
Most people who are arrested are allowed bail . The rich can always pay.
The poor often languish in dirty cells
just because they are poor. You can
help . Contact the Boston Bail Project ,
1151 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass .
021.3.\ O( call (617) 491-1575.

Ua"ifit'd Ad dndlinr is rut'sday noon (prior to Sunday·
publkalion).
A~I ad, musl bl' paid in ad,ann•. :"io ads acct'pled by phone.
\1al,,t• rheck or mont') ordt'r payable lo Ga) Community
22 Bromfit'ld SI.. Boston, Mass. 02 I08.
Since we sene the Northeast, please indude your area code
if your ad includes a phone number.

'l''"·

,on•busint'ss: 52.!Xl for 4 lin,:, (JS charac·1ers ,)er line); ea,h
adJitil111;1I lin,: 25 ,<·m,. Headlines arc 50 .-ems for 25
,hara,tcr,.

SKILLED PEOPLE
needed to handle business, circulation ,,
production and fund-raisirig functions
for MEN SHARING newsletter. A nonprofrt operation, the newsletter is published by volunteers for men in Greater
Boston concerned about changing
roles. personal and institutional sexism
and restructuring society along humanfstic values. Write: MEN SHARING, c/o
Campus Free College, 466 Comm .
Ave .. Boston.
MEN'S ARTICLES
by a_nd about men, are needed for the
MEN SHARING newsletter. Poetry,
essays. · news ·articles, reviews and
feature articles are ·needed. Focmt--ot .
newsletter is on men challenging
traditional male · roles, sexism and
concepts of masculinity. Cone.em is for
restructuring society along humanist
principles . Write : MEN SHARING, c/o
Campus Free College, 466 Comm.
.A.ve .. Boston.

Providence,

63 Ch_aptn

Ave .,

Business (if you chargt' mont'y for a St'nke. ,·ou are a businessl: $.1.00 p,·r "'l'ek for 4 lines (35 char~c1ers per line)
and 50 n·nt, for ea,h additional line. Headlines are $1.00
for :!5 ,hara<·ters.

Rox ., ·umbers:
ar,: a, ailahle at $1.00 for 6 "'eeks if you pi,k up your mail.
If. howt'ver, you wish your mail forwarded. the rate is
$2 .00 for 6 week>. Mail is forwarded at the end of the 3rd
and 6th weeks. If vou "'ant mail forwarded more often
plca,e indude 50 ~ents abme the $2.00 charge for ·each
addi1ional time you wanr it forwarded.
NumMr or wttks ad is to run .......... .. ...... . ...... .

Prov,-

BLACK GA'!: _MEN 'S CAUCUS
, ·concerned brothers should
or w·rite to GCN, Box 9600 .
SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mother's National Defense
Fund , 24~6 Lorentz Place, W . Seattle ,
Wash. 98109 , 206-282-5798. Membership $5 .00.
NAT'L GAY PRISONERS COALITION
would love to hear from any Gay
Brother or Sister who is interested in
helping liberate the Rights of Gay
Prisoners in Federal Prisons. Contact
Johnny Gibbs, #86976-132, Box 1000,
U.S. Prison, Lewisburg, PA 17837.
(Chairman of the National Gay Prisoners Coalition).

I

Personals

If you wish lo pick up y·our mail al lhe GCN office: Our
hour, are; 10 a.m. to 6 p.m .. Monday through Wednesday;
JO a.m. to 9 p.m. , Thursday; 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.• Friday and
SaturJa~; and 4 p.m . to 8 p.m., Sunday.
Please circlt> ont' of the following ad categories:
APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OHERED
JOBS WANTED
PEN PALS
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
R00:0.1MATES
SERVICES
WANTED
:O.llSCELL.
LOST & FOUND
PUBLICATIONS

-Headli~es___ at$___ per week$ _ _ __
; First 4 lines__-_ at$___ per week$_ _ __
'Each add'! line~ llt $_ _
· -_
per week~..,._____
Pick-Up Box No. at $1.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ __

Forward Box No. at $2.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ __

Extra Forwardines at 50¢/time.......

$ _ _ __

TOT AL ENCLOSED .... ·-··················$_;..._ __
PLEASE PRINT NEATLY.

Name .................................... :................... .

Address .. ,..... ~ ..... :..... :................ ., .............. .

City ....................................... State ........... .

ZiP···············:····Phone .........................~ ..... .

...
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Looking tor a feminist skier 20-29 who
can afford a trip to the Canadian
Rockies ·1or a week in Dec. I'm 22 F and
going with my parents and want a
playmate. Call Duffy 776-6045.
Mature, stable gay woman new to N .E.
would truly welcome contact with other
warm , strong-minded academic/prof
gay women in N .E. area. GCN Box

~~•~.3~_·_·--:::-:--:-:-=---=.,,.----

SERVICES WANTED
Desire another male to experiment in
interpersonal awareness, exercises;
must be honest and sincere, clean cut ·
and level headed. Photo wld help, but
not necessary. For more info write P.O.
95, Manville, RI. 02838.
GWF early 50s, attractive, would like to
meet same for companionship in New
Hamp sh ire area . Write GCN Box 514.
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Prof. GWM , 28, seeks gay or bi teen for
companionship. I like sports, theater,
movies, camping. Sex not necessary
· unless mutually agreeable . Be sincere.
Write GCN Box 1980.

WANTED
Male 16-21 to work in Continental
Baths , Springfield area. Good pay, tree
room and board. Send phone and
picture to Box 1980, GCN.
Ass istant Chef to work at House Restaurant . Call Tony Bosco (617) 783-5131.

GWM 28, 5'10" /140 lbs . into bondage
but not S&M would like to meet same or
groups who would like a slave tor a
party etc. Contact John GCN Box 515 .

The Peoples College ot Law u, the Ne·.
tional Lawyers Guild is a new 4-year law
school oriented toward those usually
excluded from the legal educational
p·rocess. Gay people, especially lesbians and third world gays are definitely I
welcome . Entrance requirements are 2
years of college leading toward a Bachelor's degree, or you must take the
college equivalency test. Tuition is low.
All applications should be committed
to use the law as a tool tor social
change . For more information, write
Gay Caucus , c/o PCL/NLG, 2228 West
7th St., L.A., CA 90057 or call (213)
388-8171.
AMERICA LATINA-LATIN AMERICA
Estamos interesados en comunicarnos
coA Gays en America Latina y el Caribe.
Si tienes amistades en estas areas, por
favor pideles que se comuniquen con
nosotros , o envianos sus nombres y
direcciones . We are interested in
corresponding with Gays in Latin
America and the Caribbean. If you have
friends in these areas, please ask them
to write -us, or send us their names and
addressed . Comunid.ad de Orgullo Gay,
Apartado 5523, Puerta de Tierra, San .
Jyan, P.R. 00906 .

III

DISTRIBUTION /CIRCULATION
GCN ha'S an opening tor a distribution/
circulation manager. Position starts
Dec. 1. Apply at GCN, 22 Bromfield St.,
Boston or call 426-4469 ..

Seeking male friend for social and
.
.
t M . t
t
recreationa 1 enJoymen ·
Y in eres s
are bowling , swimming , movies. Person over 20 must be clean cut, level
headed , only sincere and honest need
apply . A .I. area desired, Woon .,
Smithsf ield, Uncoln, and Bellingham ,
MA. If interested cont. Fred , P.O . 95 ,
Manville , RI 02838.
Steven and The Out The Window Cat
Joke! I hve money , power, and sex. My
ad was for real! Too bad we will never
meet or will we? PMB15, 102 Charles
02114 . My box closes Dec . 1st. WRITE!

· - . :c:

classified ad order for01

MMIKETING MANAGER
Well-organized, creative, responsible
person· sought for promotional I sales
position. Previous marketing, prom9t ional, or other related experien,e
highly desirable but not abso\t!teiy
necessary. Job runs now.-JhroughL-~b.
or March 1976. Salary . Part-time; hours
flexible. Contact Dave Peterson, GCN/
GPG , 22 Bromfield St. , Boston 02108 ,
(617) 426-8752 or 426-4469 .

No . E-R .1.-So. E. Mass. B i white M
seeks bi W female 55 yrs plus 5'3" , 110
lbs and/ or bi W male 55 yrs plus for
casual , int., relation write Frank, MCC,
63 Chapin Av ., Prov ., A .I. 02909.

"'~

dence BI 029 oz

WANT TO BE IN A BOOK?
100 FLOWER BOOKSTORE CO-OP
Lesbian author needs photos/graphics
for upcoming book on TELLING MO- . 15 Pearl St., Central Sq., Cambridge .
THEA YOU'RE A LESBIAN . Need cover Books 15% off to members. Poetry
readings, concerts, children's hour,
design, photos of women, mothers. No
$$, but credit for work . Call Jan, a.m. or used books . (617) 661-1640. Come,
j9in!
eves, 354-5710, or write GCN Box 485.
GF wa!,,S wbrking situation with women in the New England area. Have
background in printing press and newspapers. Write GCN Box -470.

PRISON MINISTRY IN A.I.
We are trying to contact Gay men &
women in the Adult Correctional ISTI.
We are seek in g names of those
individuals who -~ ould be interested in
receiving corre""'ondence from other
gays . If you know of anyone, please
conta_ ct: Connie DiCe_nzo , c/o MCC
_

I

A home offered to young (19-23) GWM,
smooth swimmers bod, not hirsute, in
exchange for I ight houseworR. No $$.
You must be quiet, reasonably masculine , preferably non-smoker, who needs
a home, a father image and supportive
care. No commitments at this .time. I'd
like a lover but it's going to take a while
before scars from the last one heal. Be
sincere, honest, .together . Nice deal for
student or similar. I am loving, affectionate, thoughtful, supportive, decent
in an old-lash ioned sense, and youthfully active. 6'2", 165 lbs . Write fully,
preferably with photo, to GCN Box 489.

*

*

HV~nBtri'effii½ i¥.i~ia1 ~JiJlte. ifln8tionaI and personal problems, licensed
dr., fair fees. 734-6996, eve. 739-1252.
, No charge for 1st visit.

Dear Classified Advertiser:
If preference as to race (B or W) doet
not matter, why put it in?
_
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RURALFAGGOT
GWM 28, living on NH mountain side
needs a bed warmer and friend.
Fireplace, piano, and mt. views make
up 2nd half of each day. I'd like to share
this with transcendent happy M or F
fag . Call 603-654-9011.
Coliege student, :.10, hand~,ome and
well-built, 5'1 O", 160, seeks financial
assistance from gentleman in exchange
for companionship. Send tel. and/or
p·ic to GCN Box 432.
a
~ · ~...
FRI. NIGHT BLUE~?
Why be bored, hassled or stood u.p?
Come to GCN office at 6 pm and
experience good folks and pleasant
conversation, while folding and mailing
GCN.
YOUNG, GA Y~NO HASSLED?
Call or drop in to Project Lambda, 70
Charles St., Boston (227-8587). An
advocacy program for youth (12-17
years old) who n.,,..¾d help dealing with
family, court, school, etc. M-F, 10 am6 pm.
NEW LEATHER CATALOG
Just published . Has great handmade
S&M, B&D Leather Gear plus fantastic
Erotic Jewelry. Only $3. Send with
name, address, age to: TANTALUS,
P.O . Box 9052-G, Boston, MA 02114.
A GAY PERSON'S GUIDE
TO NEW ENGLAND
1975 edition . . . 400 listings of businesses, services, organizations, craftspeople, professionals. Gay life and
living from Cape Cod to Cos Cob,
Bridgeport to Bangor. $2 to GCN/GPG,
Box G-1, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA
02108.
Professional, attractive, petite F seeks.
same, age 27-33. No games, drugs, or
racial hangups. Only love, sincerity,
and affection. All letters answered."
Write GCN Box 503.
GF young dyke age 23 5'5" , likes masic,
' art, most sports. Wishes to meet same
for talk, good times, and whatever in
Cape Cod area. Write GCN Box 504 ..
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JOURNALISM SOUTHERN STYLE
I'm looking for a guy i 7-24 , who'~ ,
The South a strange land about which
cleancut & mostly st raight appearing,
GCN has no control over classifi"ed many people have ideas but few people
not into one nighters! Security , quiet
advertisers. We cannot assure you that really know . Find out about it, read THE
evenings in/ou t ! I'm 26 , liven/Boston .
your inquiry will be answered or that the; BARB , The New s Month ly for Southern
Have my own lux apt and car and do
Gays . Samp le copy 50c ; 1 yr . (12
product or service is accurately presentalright for myself near bars , but I'm sick
issues) $5 .00. POB 79228. Atlanta , GA
of that type of life . I've had enough ass
ed.
30309 . (Advertisers ' inquiries welcome
I'd like to try a mind! Write , we might
-we 're the South 's largest gay publicareally gain, and don 't worry I didn 't +---------------'---t
' !ion-current circulation 16,000 .)
write this for fun. I'll respond if you take
I/time to inc . your age , height, weight,
WIN MAGAZINE
interests, fun! A picture will get you
Peace and freedom through non-violent
either a dinner date at the Copley or a
action . Subscription$7/year. WIN, Box
return envelope with your picture and a
547 , Rifton, N.Y . 12471.
note to pin it up on a dart board! Seri- The South a strange land about which
GAY BOOKS BY MAIL
ously I will respond and don't worry many people have ideas but few people
Celebrate the Gay experience! Lesbian
about being nervous, I expect it, and I'll really know. Find out about It, read THE
& Gay Liberation Book Catalog. Send
know how to handle it! Let 's meet!
BAAB , The News Monthly for Southern
25 cents lo Lambda Rising, 1724 20th
Occupant, PMB 15, 102 Charles St.,
Gays. Sample copy 50c; 1 yr. (12
St. , NW, #G , Washington , D.C. 20009 .
Boston 02114 .
Issues) $5.00. POB 79228, Atlanta, GA
30309. (Advertisers' inquiries welcome,
MAJORITY REPORT
Ordination $5 donation, DD degree $20 . we're the South's largest gay publicaFeminist News For Women - pubGood anywhere, ta; deductible . No tion , current circUlati0n 16,000 .)
lished every othar week. Subscr . $5.00/
other qualifications. Send M.O., cash
Producer is a free cultural magayear. 74 Grove St., NYC 10Q14.
to United Life Church, 46 Haynes St., The
advocating a volutary society .
TEAM MAIL ORDER HOUSE
Marietta , Ga. 30060 , Dept. G69. Per- zine
Send a couple of stamps and get a
Publisher of fine magazines and mail
form marriages, etc . All legal.
couple of issues. Producer, 400 Boyden
order products. Write today for free
Ave . , Maplewood, N.J. 07040.
Relax & unwind with NYC student 21
catalog to: TEAM, 883 Geary St. , San
available as model-masseur-escort.
Sample.
Free
Transvestite Newsletter.
Fnncisco CA 94102 ..
Good looking. Experienced. Can travel.
unand
Has articles, photos, personals
Moderate fees. Mike. 212-348-5035 .
Box
Empathy,
Write
usual offers.
12466, Seattle, Wash. 98111 .
-NEE.D ,6. PARTN":R
For squash, jogging, canoeing, boxPersonal ad listing service. 1OO's of
in-g, board games, canasta, frisbee,
personal non-coded ads of young
etc.? fhe Gay Recreational Activities
persons. Send 50c for a recent sample
GAY SKI HOUSE
Committee has expanded to include
issue with complete information and an
We're back! Our house in southern
non-team games, and provide partners
ad form. Write BSJ, Box 337, Milliken,
Vermont with fireplace , sauna, and
for people who wish to pla~ and/or
co 80543.
good cooking, welcomes you. Weeklearn such games. For intorrriation
- ends or the season. For information,
IMAGE
write Ron at GCN Box 8000
call us at (212) 794-2770, or write GCN
The quarterly magazine for the sophis_B_o_x_5_1_0_.- - - ' - - - - - - - - - ticaled transsexual and transvestite .
GWF 30 desires to meet a non-plast
SKI GROUPS
GWF who also is a 11atural and real fee - Exciting, provocative, and helpful. SubWeekend ski trips to Maine. Skiing,
ing individual. Would like to share scription $8. Third World Communications, Box 13271, Philadelphia, Pa.
swimming, sauna, food, lift tickets
movie-going, wining, dining, ·but most
19101.
from $69. Write GCN Box 470 for
of al I I want to meet and know u on .:
details.
non-plastic basis. I'm tired of phonies!
FREE, Gay Community Pamphlets
Please no BGFs, bi, straights . P.O . Bo~
going into Vol. 2, No. 1. Published by
1530, Boston , MA 02108.
Hop Brook Gay Commune, Box 923,
Gentle, attractive gay male with youth- Amherst at Walt Whitman Way, New
lul interests seeks a similar companion
Salem, Ma.
and friend to share weekly evening in
News from the North! Subscribe to the
Boston. Please send photo and sincere
Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter, a
DRIVE & FOLLOW THE SUN
letter. I'm ,n need of your friendship.
monthly journal of gay and feminist
Drivers wanted to Fla. (& USA). Must be
Box
GCN
Write
.
sincere
very
and
0
3
I'm
news and opinion from the Pine Tree
21 plus with good refs & IDs. Small gas
507.
State, $4/year. Sent in sealed, unmark- · allowance. Avail. immetf. Qall Joe
GWF 28 WESTPORT, CONN.
to
ed envelopes. Make checks payable
262-5792, AUTO DRIVEWAY CO.
Would like to meet a mature, aggresMGTF Newsletter, Box 4542, Portland ,
sive, lesbian for a lifetime relationship .
Maine 04112.
Drivers wanted to Fla. (& USA). Must be
I enjoy walks on the beach at sunset
SAND FORTRESS LOVERS
. 21 plus with good ref's and ID's. Small
If
Sundays.
laty
two,
for
parties
uinner
John Coriolan's New Gay Novel, three 1gas allowance. Avail. immed. Call Joe,
vou like the same write GCN Box 502.
Weeks in July, $3.50: Renaissance, Box : 267-4836, AUTO DRIVEAWAY CO.
oilt'eALL (203) 226-4182 after 6:00 p . ri1
292G Village Station, N.Y.C. 10014 .
Please sign statement you are 21 !
GCN WANTS YOUR STORY

ROOMMATE WANTED
Male la.w student seeks quiet person to
share nice E. Camb. apt. Own room ,
near MBTA . $100 mo·. inc. utilit ies .
Move in Jan. 1. John , 491-0968.
THERE ARE SIXTEEN FAGGOTS
living on Fort Hill. We're buildjng our
gay identity in ways never trietl before .
We live in communal houses and our
movement is growing . Come, join us.
Call Greg or Patrick at 442-6029 or
440-8551.

Publications

Resorts

I

Write Lyn, your personq.l, story about
Coming Out, your relatlonships , your
family's reaction to your gayness, your
favorite. gay experience, your worst
experience. We need you in GCN ! Send
to Lyn at GCN.
Young, Gay and Hassled?
Call or drop in fo Project Lambda, 70
Charles St., Boston. (227-8587). An
.advocacy program for youth (12-17 yrs.
:old) who need j:lelp dealing with fami}y,
·~rt. ~oo+:etc. M-F, 40 am-6 om. -ti ~lsh to form a small group of'gays to
g~ out lo restaurants, theatres'.· and the
like. You should be single and in the
Boston area. This is not a sex ad. Write
GCN Box 512, Phil.

FOCUS
A Journal for lesblan-s, put out by
Boston DOB. New, exciting format . 60c
sample copy, $6.00 for 1 year. Send
check to DOB, 419 Boylston St., Rm .
323 , Boston, MA 02116.
PEACEWORK
Nonviolent social change news reported in lively monthly New England
newsletter. Subscription $3, sample
copy free. Peacework, 48 Inman St.,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
FAG RAG DEADLINE
Monday, Nov. 24 is the deadline for the
next issue of Fag Rag . Please submit a
copy of your work to: Fag Rag, Box
,331, Kenmore Sta., Boston, MA 02215.

MONDAYS

,.W;oo am-=-Gay

Ne\'.'JS, WCAS, 740 AM.
· ·-MCC campus ministry at RIC~ -,
_No..91}:
Rm. 310 Student Union. call 274-1693.
·s:30 pm-Women's community Heafth Center
• opeh house, 137 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
7-io pm-UM ass Gay Women's Caucus Hotlin-e,
545-3438
7 pm-Parents of Gays, HcHs, 80 8oylston St.,
Bostoh, (617) 542-6075
7 pm-Gay Women's Rap Group, .at Another
Way, 64 Chandler St., Worcester, Ma.
756-0730
7:30-9:3t> pm-brop-ln Center for women, Rm.
L-2:l, Curtis Hall, Tufts, Medford
;1:3(} pm-DOB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boy1:stoh St.lRrn. 323.
8:00 pm- a~.Qlan Rap at Women's Center, 215
_
Park St .. NH .. . .
8 pm - Hatvard-nadcl ilfe GSA, 1 sl fl. parlor,
. _ ..
Phillips Brooks House, Harvard Y~r.p,
8-9pm-''Norte ot the Above," WWUH-FM (91.3)
Hartford, Conn. (203-728-0653)
8:3b pm-Alcoholios Touether, 290 Westmin(401) 274-4737.
ster St. 1 Prqv.
.8:00 pm-Lesbian rap and action group;
Cambridge Women's Center basement; (617)
354-8807.
8:30 pm- Hartford Gay Alcoholics Group (203)
·
522-2646.

RI

'TUESbAYS
10 am-;-GRAC handball, Paris St. Gym, E. Boston, Info call 268-7240
10-11 a . m.-brinking Problem discussion
group, HCHS, 80 Boylston St., Boston (617)
542-~75
6-9-Homophlle Community Health CotJnselihQ (401) 274-4737
'1:tJO' pm-Pot-Luck. Supper,- MCC, ·53 Chapin
Ave., Providence.
7:30 pm-.DOB Women's Rap , 419 Boylston St.,
Rm 323.
8 pm-Rap Group for gay men, CSMH , 70
Q.harles St., Boston
8 .00 pm-Springfield Gay Alliance, (1st and 3rd
Tuesda~s), First Unitarian Church, 245 Porter
Lake Drive . Sorinafield
8 pm-Rap for gay men , ·csMH, 70 Charles St
·•
Boston
8.00 pm-Gay ·way Radio , WBUR , 90.9 FM.
8 :30 pm-Gay Alliance at Yale, rap session ,
Bin ham Hall Rm . 8-8 436-8945

Post-college gay male seeks roommate
with which to look for apt. in Beacon
HIii or Cambridge area. Preferred rent
130-175each/month. Send info to GCN
Box 511.
GWF 25 and cat need home in Newton
~r Wellesley. We are quiet, sensitive,
literary and poor. Seek gay or women's
household . Need privacy, as well as
companionship. Do not need lovers.
Call Susan at 964-1524 after 6 p .m.
W~nted: gay male r?ommate, in quiet
neighborhood within close walking
distance to subway. Off street parking.
Call 296-4517.

9:30 pm-TGC meeting, Laminan Lounge,
East Hal~ Tufts, Medf~d
WEDNESOAYS
1i am-Gay discussion group at Drop-In Center
ol Northern Essex Community College, Haverhill, MA; open to everyone.
12:30-2:00-Gay People of UM ass/ Boston general meeting for men and women. College 2
Building, Rm. 620 Haroor Campus. Lounge
open e\lety day noon to 2 pm.

·12-la pm-Pro\lincetown Drop-In Center flas
hese ,hours especially for gay Problems.
Come m or call. See Quick Gay Gulde.
. 6:30-0. pm-Gay Health Nlght at Fehway Cotn_!!l.l.!nJ!.'LJ:! ealtu.,.Q..imterL .267-757..3.... . .. . _
7:0d-Men's Rap Group, 64 dhandler St., Wor·
cester, Mass. Call 756-07:30.
-'7 pm-Open Rap, 63 Ghapin Ave., Providence,
· R.I. l-401) 274-1693
·t:00 pm.:..UberatlonRap Group (617) 756-0730.
7 pm...:.Frarnlngham Unicorn Sbciety meets 2nd
ahd 4th Wednesday; Box 163, Framingham,
MA 01701
7 pm-Mee religious dialogue at 63 Chaplh
st., Providence
7:30 pm-GRAC basketoall; call 268-7240
8 pm-Alcoholics Together, St. Jonns Evangelist Church, 33 Bowdoin St., Boston
8:30-10 pm-brop-ln Center for men, Rm. L23, Curtis Hall, Tufts, Medford
10:15 pm-"Gaybreak Radio," on WMUA-FM,
91.1 me. (1st and 3rd Wednesdays).
THURSDAYS

12:30-2:00-Gay PeojJle of UMass/Boston general meeting for wqmen and men. College 2
Bldg. Rm. 620, Harbor Campus. Lounge open
every day noon to 2 pm.
7 pm-Gay drop-in coffeehouse at Scarborough
Fair room of the College Union , Salem College , Salem, MA.
7 pm-AlcohoifcsTogether , 64 Chandler St .,
Worcester, Ma. 756-0730
7 pm-MCC open rap, 63 Chapin St., Providence
7-10 pm-UMass Gay Women 's Caucus Hotline ,
!i45-3438
7 pm-Yale Lesb ian Caucus , Bingham Hal l, Rm
B-8 , 436-8945
7:00 pm-Gay Alcoholics , St. Vincents Hospit I Worcester.

BEDROOM, with cooking privileges , in
gay house in South End. Privacy , but
share bath . Wanl neat, conscientious
male. Possibility of rent red\Jction for
hall and stair maintenance. This is a
legitimate ad. Phone 426-6025 any
time, leave message for Dave .

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
Personality highlights . questioned documents , compatability reports, guidance brief analysis, in depth analysis .
Call Linda 628-0292.
MASSAGE COURSE FOR WOMEN
Bas ic technique , breathiorig and rela xa
tion e·x ercises, introduction to hea lI n_i;
and energy . 8 wks $60 00 . Starts Wed
, eve, Dec . 3. Call Myra at 617-628-0009
- MALES INTERESTED IN
Free· instruction in (jazz) dancing ca ·
1 (617)475-7412 after 3:30.
HOMEOPATHIC CHIROPRATE DR.
Licensed. no drugs, herbs and S,Jin
adjustment, painless, $20 for sessic,r
734-6996 , eve 739-1252 .

.Gay Trips

Room for rent in private home with
shared kitchen and bath. Want neat, '
responsible, working male. Block from ,
Pru. Call 267-1540 after 5:00 or all day
Fri. and Sat.
1 24 Tremont Street
JUNtlAROOMMATE WANTED
.
/ 74_2 - 1220
Male law student seeks qui~t person to 1 Boston, MA
share nice E . Camb. apt, .,own room,
CHRISTI~AS AND HANUKAH
near MBTA. $100 mQ_, di'ic. utilities,
Give your lover a 12 month vacation
, moving in Jan. 1stJ491_ ~ - - Riverfront tent site, 2 acres , and trailer
.
AURAL FAGGC T
for rent. Fish-stocked river, boating,
GWM 28 , living on NH mountain side bathing, mountain view, and cross
needs a bed warmer and friend.
country skiing . Call Marino (617) kl7Fireplace, piano, and mt. views make 3642 or write Box 282, Cambridge, MA
up 2nd half of each day. I'd like to share 021.38
this with transcendent happy M or F
fa(l . Call 603-654-90:ll .
Hypnotherapy Rapid Results. Emotional and personal problems, licensed
GWi= seeks apt./ house or person(s) to dr., fair fees. 734-6996, eve 739-1252 .
share same. Neat, clean, fun, friendly, , No charge lor 1st visit.
open and responsible. Prefer Brklne,
TYPESETfiNG FOR
need a rm of my own and a apt./ home
GAY COMMUNITY
that's stable, secure. If you're looking
Use our facilities (phototypesetter plus
for a roommate or want to share but
IBM Composer) to produce your bookdon't have a place or rm-mate call Judy
let or publication. Good rates. (We are
(617) 731-0069.
GCN 's typesetter .) Write GCN Box 69.

lBE~CQN TOURS

I

f ~esbian Feminist wanted for a support-

' 1ve Gay household,. of 2 men and i
woman near Inman Square. $50 rent,
lus utilities. Cal) §28-38]0.

CO-OP IN FRAMINGHAM
Interested in renting house (or buying)
.in rustic location or renting with a few
people in Framingham Center. Best
time to call 9 a.m.-2 p.m., ask for Peter
;(David), 881-9885 (Discretion, please).
SEEK ROOMMAT~
For modern• 2 BR apt., Beacon Hill.
Recent renov., modern kitchen & bath,
attractive , conven. to T & shopping
Own room, porch. Furn, $150/mo., yr .
lease, seek respon . wo.rking male
compat. with cats. Call Henry at
723-6264 after 6 p.m. or 894-1980.
GWM with apartment lo share very
large Beacon St. Brookline, with large
living room, reception hall, dining area
with a fully equipped kitchen, washerdryer, and dishwasher. Two bedrooms
and two baths. rent with ,,til incl
$150.00 per month. Ca!I after 7:00 p.m.,
738-0339

PERMANEth HAIR REMOVAL
(

all parts of the body

Walter Driscoll, Reglst'd llectrologlst
· Free Consultation Invired
I

26 West St., Boston, 1\-tA
Phone 426 5067

CAR PIEAciN~
(1~K gold filled stud) Quick , easy , no
pain. At The Cutlery, 119 Charles St. ,
Boston, MA (1 ear $4, 2 ears $8 .) Tel.
227-0119.
MAKE MAILING EASIER
Addressograph machine for rent. Reasonable rates ($5.00 minimum) . Call
·
Skip or Ann, 426-4469.

,Wanted.

uo '(ou Know:
who you aren't? wpat you don't want?
what you do? how,you feel? wANT to
. lv1AkE SOMEtHING? like to work?
Really smile. If so, here we are. Llbow
Bosto•1 room for 2 persons to share Pottery, Harrisville, N.H. 03450. (603)their t•wn quarters in a private setting. . 827-3388.
Call 2 -

7:00 pm-Gay Suppori and Action Group,
Bangor, Maine.
7:30 pm-Peoples Gay Alliance, UMass Amherst, 8th floor of Campus Center
..8 pm-Capital Dist. Gay Comm. Council, 332
Hudson Ave., Aloany, NY 12210
8:00' pm-DOB Rap for Older Women, 419
Boyi$ton S\., Rm. 323, Bostoh.
8:00 pm-lesb/'ah Liberation meeting, Women's
· Center, i16 P easa11l .st., Cambridge.
8:0b pm-l<ALOS, HarUotd, CT,568-2656.
8:00 prh-1.,esbian Mothers group; 46 Pleasant
St., Cambridge, MA {617) 354-8807.
8:i5 pm-Drinking problems rap group, HCHS,
80 Boylston St., Rm. 855, Beston
8:30 pm-Gav Women's Caucus, UMass Amherst, 8th floor of Campus Center
8:30 pm-Gay Alliance at Yale, general meeting,
Dwight Hall Library, 436-8945
El:30 pm-New Haven Ga~ Alliance, Dwight Hall
Lil:lrary, Old Campus at Yale.
9 pm-Emerson Homophile Society, Rm. 24,
96 Beacon St., Boston.
9:30-10:30 pm-Drop-in Center for men, Rm. L23, Curtis.Hall, Tufts, Medford

}: IDAYS'
7:00 pm-Alcoholics Together, Worcester 756'
·•
0730, 754-7817.

group for men & women, MGTF,
qo pm-'RIape_Sl,_fg~tland,
Me,.

_ 19:L~lc;ld
·8-11 pm-"Open house at the parsonage,"
MCC/ ProvldenceL 63 Chapin Ave .. Provide.nee
.13:0Q pm-"Somewnere Coffeehouse," MCC(
Hartford, ii Amity St., Hardord.
s:oo pm-Health Clinic, Burbank Hospltal
, Fitchburg, MA.
·8:30 pm·-s·nai Haskalah, Old West Church~ffi
Cambridge St., Boston.

9 pm-Coffee

Services__

H-ouse,-64 Chandler St.,- Wor:

ll.00 pm-MCC/Hartford Drop-In Center,
1:0.mity, St.

11

SUNDAYS
'iO:~O am-';Closet Space," WCAS 740 AM.
1 pm-GRAC volleyball! Hptch Shell, Esplanade, when sunny. Cal Don 289-7878

2·bm...:.Gay Women of l:>rovldence rap, 942-2094
•2:30 pmh~ay ~'s" bAicohqtlcs Rai,;-mcf west
~hurch. i 31 Cam tidge St., Soston.
4-6 pm-Gay Women's Group of Providence
,
.
Rap, (40i) 831,5184.
$t $uqd~
4:00 pm IDignity Rap Gro4p
ef every month when It wil to ow PlUrilty
meeting at 3 Pm), SL Clements Church, 1101
Boylston $L, Boston
4:00 ptn-MIT-SHL (1st and 3rd Suhday), F4m
'
50-~06.
jS:30 prn.:...Exodus Mass, St. qlements church,
·lfoston,
11105 Boyls\on St.,
,6:30 pm-Gav church Services, 23 Franklin St.,
, Bangor, Ml:.
7 pm-Games Night, GCN, 22 ~romfleld St.
.Y.," 332 Hudson Ave.
7 pm-~•AcC/Albany,
(except first Sunday of months at 6 ptn)
:1:00 P.m-Mei~opolitan Commun1,y Church
worship s~rvl~e, 63 Chapin Ave., Providence
!l (4Q1) 274-1693 .
7:00 pm-MCC/Boston, worship ahd fellow' ship, Old West Church, 131 Cambridge St.,
, Boston.
,f:'oo pm~ MCC I worces,er services at Central.
· 9or19regationaf Church, 6 Institute Rd., Worcester.
7:00 pm.-ChurcH of the ternal Flarne Llnivef. sal, 320 Farmington Ave., Apt. A-6, Hartford,
· CT.
°7:30 pm-MCC/Gartford, 11 Atnlty St., Hart, ford, CT.
'8:00 pm-Worcester Homophile Organization,
(formerly W.G.U .), 892-9113 for meeting
place .

texf~P,li

cester.
§ATURDAYS
2 pm-GRAC soccer for dykes and fags, Hatch
Shell, Esplanade
3 :00 pm-Worcester Gay Union Radio , WCUW,
91.3 FM .
8:00 pm-Gay Support and Action , dance at 23
Franklin St., Bangor, ME.
8:00 pm-East Conn day All iance, 889-7530
8-11 pm- " Open house at the parsonage" ,
MCC ,63 Chapin Ave., Providence .
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Worcester, you are invited to the first
training session for the Gay Hotline, 4
pm at MCC Drop-in Center., 64
Chandler St.
New Haven , "Come Out Tonight" is a
gay radio show, aired once a month
(the last Sunday) from Yale station
WYBC-FM, 93.4 at 7 pm.

1

DIOD

Boston, Lesbian Health Pamphlet
Group meeting, for info call 547-2302.

24

DIOR

Providence, Tribute to Lillian Hellman, Monday night film series. "The
Dark Angel," 1927, Merle Oberon, .
Fredric March. Showings at 7 and 9:15
at Downstairs Playhouse, cail 401-5211100 for info.

5 tues
Boston Gay Community Board will
have an important business meeting at _
7:30 at HCHS, 80 Boylston St.
Bost\Jn, Coming out rap and other topics for gay men to meet in a rl'laxed
group will be held every Tuesday night
at 8 in C~MH, '"70 Charles St.
Boston, GCN hosts an open meeting ·
the last Tuesday of each month.
Everyone is invited, GCN volunteers
are especially urged to attend. Topic will be Gay-Community Center.
Boston, Alternatives to hibernation: Have any ideas about gay wintertime activities? Bring your suggestins
to the GRAC meeting at 7 Q._m at 30
Hancock St., Beacon Hill. Info call
268-7240.

~
BOSTON AREA

26wed
Boston, Fenway Community" Health
Center will be closed tonight.
Cambridge, R.I. Feminist Theatre at
Caravan Theatre, 1555 Mass. Ave. at
8:30, $3 .50, info call 354-9107.
Boston, MCC will have a spe<'h' joint
Thanksgiving worship serv~ce , ·.1 Old
West Church, 131 Cambridgt . L , _at 8
pm. Let us give thanks to the ')rd.

is fri

Cambridge, R.I. Feminist Theatre at
Caravan Theatre, 1555 Mass. Ave., at
8:30, $3.50. Info call 354-9107.

29 sat
Cambridge, R.I. Feminist Theatre at
Caravan Theatre, 1555 Mass. Ave., at
7 and 10 pm, tickets $3.50. Info call
354-9107. ,

30 sun
Boston, Gay Men's Center planning
meeting will be held at 3 pm at the new
center office at 36 Bromfield St. Don't
be late, we haven't installed a buzzer
on the door yet and the outside door
must be kept locked.

Boston, MCC presents Rev. Paul Van
Hecke on an evangelistic tour, at Old
West Church, 131 Cambridge St. at 8
pm. Info call 523-7664.
~

2 tues
Boston, MCC presents Rev. £ ·11 Van
Hecke on. an evangelistic tour, at Old
West Church, 131 Cambridge St. at 8
·-pm.
Amherst, UMass, Jade & Sarsaparilla .
will be in concert at Student Union
Ballroom at 8 pm. Sponsored by Gay
People Alliance, Tennis Club and Gay
Women Caucus.
Malden, Tri-City Chapter of NOW will
hold program on "Women and
Health," presented by Camb. Women's Comm. Health Center at 8 pm at
138 Belmont St. For info contact TriCity NOW, 475 Comm. Ave., Suite
300, Boston 02215.

5 fri

6 sat
Boston, Dignity Christmas Fair with
plant and bake sale booth at St. Clements, 1105 Boylston St. from 9 am3 pm.
Boston, Disco Party at Northeastern U
sponsored by GSO, from 9-1 in Rm.
346, Ell Center, 360 Huntington Ave.
Free beer, door charge $1 . ~
Boston, B'nai Haskalah is having its
second Chanukah party from 4-10 pm
at Old West Church, 131 Cambridge
St., downstairs fellowship hall. For
tickets call 265-6409 (or come to Friday
night service). $5 in advance, $6 at
door.
Boston, Concord Baptist Church
Youth Guild is sponsoring a Restoration Banquet and Fastidious Fashion
Fiesta at New Harriet Tubman House
at Mass. Ave. and Columbus Ave. at 7
pm. This is ~ catered, semi-formal
affair; moderator will be Bill Owens.
Donation $5.50, for tickets call 2883269, 288-2544 or 265-2681.

7 sun

Boston, Dignity Christmas Fair with
plant and bake sale booth at St. Clements, 1105 Boylston St. from 9 am3 pm.

·· •+++++++++++++++++++++++il ·

·;..i ,submit Calendar items· ·-to .: ·
Calendar Editor, GCN, by
noon on Wednesday prior to
1
:t date of publication.
.t ·

:t
:t

i
i

•; ·+++++++.+ ♦+++++.-.;++-,.+++++++;

Cambridge, Harvard Radcliffe GSA
presents ''The Ultimate Gay Dance,''
9-1, Harkness Commons, Harvard
Law School (just north of Harvard
Yard). D.J., full bar, admission $1.50,
info call 495-1927.

Lesbian Liberation,
MCC/Worcester
756-0730
Institute of Social Ethics/National
c/o Women 's Center
354-8807
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-In Center 487-0387
Gay Archives, 1 Gold St., ·
Lesbian Mothers
354-8807
.A.ccess (Cambridge Hotline)
661-3900
Provincetown Homophile Assistance
Suite 22B, Hartford 06103
547-1281
Massachusetts Feminist Federal Credit •
• League, Box 674, Provincetown 02657
Adolescent male rap session , 4-6 pm 227-8587
Kalos/Gay
Liberation, Hartford
568-2656
Union, 186½ Hampshire St.,
New Bedford Women's Clinic
999-1070
The
Church
of
the
Eternal
B'nai Haskalah (Gay Jewish group)
265-6409
Cambridge
661-0450 ·
Black Gay Men 's Caucus,
Flame Universal
527-5612
Metropo_litan Community Ch_!!r_c_h
523-7664
Wesleyan Gay Alliance, c/o Wesleyan
GCN, Box 9600
MIT Student Homophile League _ _ 253::S440
WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS [area code 413)
Women's Center, Wesleyan Sta.,
Boston Gay Men's Rap Group
426-9371
National Lawyers Guilcj ; 595Mass. Av_ 6fi1-8139'3
Middletown 06457
Boston Lavender Theatre:
National Organization for Women
267-6160
Amherst Gay Hotline (mel'l &, women) 545-0154'
Women's group
492-5220
Northeastern
Gay
Students
Org.,
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Clark Gay Alliance, Box A-70 , Clark Univ . ,
Men 's Qroup
[area code 603]
..
440-5220
c/o Student Fed~ration, Rm. 152, Ell Ctr.
Cambridge North/ Braille Gays
Worcester 01610 .
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance,
Other Fund, IQC. (Gay United Fund),
Dignity/Springfield,
P.O.
Box
488
(write c /o Gay Legislation)
Box 1424, Portsmouth 03801
661-9362
P.O . Box 1997, Boston 02105
426-0412
For~st Park Sta. , Springfield 01107
Women 's Group, PO Box 137, Northwood 03261
Cambridge Women's Center
354-8807
Other Voices Bookstore,
Everywomen
's
Center,
Amherst
·
545-0883
(Do
not use "gay" on any mail to th(s group)
Charles Street Mee_tingHouse
523-036_
8
30 Bromfield St., Boston
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM, 91 .9)
545-2876
Project Place
Cambridgeport Gays, c/o GCN Box 6500
267-9150
·MAINE
[area code 207]
Gay Women's Caucus, Amherst . .
545-34.38
Civil Liberties Union of Mass .
843-5731
227:9459 Fr. Paul Shanley
Brunswick Gay Women's Group,
·
Hotline, Westfield, Mass. (M&Tues . 9 pm-11
Project
Lambda
Closet Space (WCAS), 740m AM)
492-6450
227-8587
136 Maine St., Bruriswick 04Q11
pm)
_
~68-9759
Transvestites/ Transgenderists :
Daughters of Bilitis
262-1592
Gay Rights Organization (GAO),
MCC/Springfield, 64 South Boulevaro St., West
Dignity of Boston,
Frances Craig, P.O. Box 291,
P.O. Box 4542 , Portland 0:4114
Springfield
737-7473 ,
c/o 1105 Boylston St., Boston
• _MIT ~ran.c;:_h_, Cambridge 02139
Maine Freewomen's Herald,
1-'eople's Gay Alliance,
Elaine Noble (Rep.)
727-2584 · Transvestites/ Transgenderists :
Box 488, Brunswick 04011
UMass/Amherst
545-0154 .
Fag Rag
536-9826
Ariadne Ka.n.e, Box 1.£1. Cambridae 02140
Maine Gay Indians, c/o Deanna Francis,
Fenway Community Health Center
Tufts Gay .Community, c/o Student Activities
Sexual Identity Awareness Org., Westfield
267-7573
Passamaquoddy
Library,
Fen gay, c/ o Tom Nylund
267-1066
Office, Medford , MA 02155
776-0921
State College, Parenzo Box 197,
Pleasant Point 04667
Waltham-Watertown Gays,
Focus, Women's Counseling, 186½ HampWestfield 01085
Maine Gay Task Force/ MGTF Newsletter.
c/o GCN Box 1100 ·
shire St., Cambridge
876-4488
:southwest Women's Center
545-0626
Box _4542, Portland 04144
Women's Comm. Health Ctr., Camb.
547-2302
Fort Hill Faggots for
Springfield Gay Alliance
583-3~04
NEW YORK
:Valley Women's Center, Northampton 586-2011
Freedom
440-8551 or 442-6029·
Framingham Unrcorn Society,
Capital Dist. Gay Comm. Council,
'RHODE ISLAND
[area code 401]
P.O . Box 163, Framingham, MA 01701
P.O. Box 131, 332 Hudson Ave.,
Alcoholics
Together,
290
_Gay Hotline (3·12 pm, Mon.-Fri.)
Westminster
St.,
426~9311
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 462-6138
Rm.
51(1,_Provid~~
iH:.
4
"QL
Gay Men 's Center
· 723-6268 or 491-6968
Gay Community Service Ctr., 1350 Main St.,
Oignity / Providence, Box 2231,
Gay Recreational Activities
Buffalo, NY 14209
Pawtucket 02861
Committee (GRAC), c/o GCN, Box 8000
Gay Academic Union of New England,
Gay Women of Provi~ence
Dignity, ·P.O . Box 1554, N.Y., N.r. 10022
. 831-5184
Homophile Community Health Service,
Gay Activists Alliance, P.O. Box 2,
P.O . Box 212, Boston 021-01
266-2069
Providence
Gay Alert (for gay community
274-4737
Village Sta. 10014
966-7870
MCC Coffee House, Providence
Gay Media Coalition,
274-1693
emergency only)
523-0368, 267-0764
MCC/ Providence, 63 Chaprn Ave .Box 128 Ansonia Sta. 10023
274-1693 ·
Gay Media Action, c/o GCN Box 5000,
.
Gay Men's Health Project,
22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108
523-1081
VERMONT
[area code 802] ,
247W.11th St.
691-6969
G_ay Comrn_ulJJJy _l~ews
426-4469
Gay Switchboard
924-4036
Gay Nurses AIUance ,
Counseling for Gay Women & Men,
Gay
&
Women's
Alliance for
c Io GCN Box 251. Bosto_n 02108 .
c/o Vermont Women's. Health Center,
.
Responsible Media, 370 Lexington Ave . ,
Bay Peopleo1-0Mass/t3oston
158 Bank St ., Burlington 05401
287-1900x2396·
863-1386
Suite
416,
N.Y.C.,
N.Y.
Gay Speakers Bureau
547-1451
'EASTERN MASSACt:fUSETTS
[area colle 617] · Gay in Vermont , Box 3216, N. Burlington Sta., ' ·
Gay Way Radio (WBUR, &? .& FM)
353-2790
Burlington 05401
862-2397 - Lambda Legal Defense and Educ . Fund Inc.
Gay Legislation '75, P.O . Box 8841 ,
Vermont Gay Women
862-7770, 863-3237
145 E. 52nd St. , NY NY 10022
758-190~
Alcoholics Together/Worcester
756-0730
JFK Sta.,-Boston 02144
491-2787, 661-9362
Women's Switchboard
862-5504
Lesbian Feminists Liberation, c/o •Women 's
Dignity/ Merrimack Valley,
Gay Youth Advocates,
Center, 243 W. 20th St.
691-5460 '
P.O . Box 348, Lowell, 01--858'
70 Charles St.
227-8587
CONNECTICUT
[area Code 203]
Lesbian Switchboard
741-2610
Gay Activists All iance , c/o Postmaster,
Gender Identity Service
864-8181 ·
Mattachine
Society,
59
Christopher
St.,
··
East Conn : Gay All iance , Norwich
889-7530 :
General Delivery,
1
Golden Gays
482-8998
NY, NY10014
691-1066
George W. Henry Foundation, Hartford 522-2646:
Provincetown
487-3393
,
487-3234,
487-3344
Good Gay Poets
536-9826 .
MCC/ New York
691-7428 , 369-8513
Gay Allia{lce at Yale,
1.
Haverhill, N .E.C.C . Gay Line M 8-10 am , ·
Harv~r-d- Rfill_cliffe Gays
.
. 4~~J f)?-1."'·
Nat ional Gay Task Force,
2031 Yale St. , New Haven 06520
436-89451
T 6-8 pm , W 12-2 pm
327-0929
_l:lomophl_l ~ C9!Tlmunity HealJh Sv~ ,
5..4).::.5188'.
80
Fifth
Ave.
,
Rm
.
506
741-1010
Hartford Gay Counseling
522-5575, 523-9837'
Homophile Union of MontachusettlnteQrity/6oston , e .O....Box 2582"; .!)2208' .' ··
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop,
MCC I Hartford
522-5575, 523-9837
P.O . Box 262 , Fitchburg 01420
Lesbian Therapy Research Project
- 354-8807
15 Christopher S.t,.,
25~-8Q_971
[area code 617]
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